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I.. Introduction

Althoughabout fifteen years have elapsed since the writer commen-
ced a critical study of the adults and larvae of the Asiatic species of
Macromia, the results obtained so far are still insufficient and unfortu-

.nately do not in any way pretend to completeness. The slow progress
that .has been made has chiefly been due, apart from the intervening war'
years, to the difficulties experienced in discovering and rearing 'the
nymphs and to the time and leisure required for obtaining a proper field
of knowledge of the various species. It would therefore have been better,
perhaps, to have delayed the publication of these notes for some years
until more material had been collected. However, as most of the habitations
where observations were made in the past are still inaccessible, I have
been' obliged to discontinue for an indefinite time the work necessary for

c . - ' . .
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that purpose. This being the case, it was decided to place on record all
the information so far obtained on the ecology and morphologvof the
larvae, and to issue analytical keys to the adults and immature stages.
of the Malaysian species at present known, including new records of
localities and the descriptions of two new species. I hope to· deal with
the perfect insects and nymphs of other species (chiefly from China and
the Papuan Region) on another occasion.

Although most of ,the material has been collected by the writer, the
source of information is also to be found in the collections made by Messrs
.M. W. F. TWEEDlE in Malaya many years ago, and by Mr W. C. VE:tBOOM
in Sumatra. To these gentlemen I wish to express my sincere thanks for
their kind interest and help.

11. The Odonate fauna of a lowland stream in West Java

Before entering into a discussion of the life-histories and taxonomy
of some Malaysian species of M acromia and of'the various' types of larvae;
it seems worth while to describe briefly the topography and climate of
the prjncipal station in Java where life-history studies were made, and
for a better understanding of these facts it appears useful also to give
a general picture of its dragonfly fauna-along with some ecological notes .

•
TOPOGRAPHYANDHABITAT

~ ~
The ~ollowing notes are mainly the result of four years collecting', at

irregular intervals, chiefly at a small forest stream known as the Tji-
barangbang, which crosses the inland. road fr4ill Bogor to Banten about
seven kilometres west of .the ~illage of Dj asinga, between. Ngasuh and

<C

Tjigejung, This little stream forms part of the drainage system of the
'I'jidurian which takes up many tributary rivers of fairly great ler-gth,
nearly all of them flowing through cultivate~ country. One of these, the
Tjibeureum, is only a foot-hill stream originating from a wooded hill-
complex of perhaps 300 m above sea-level and south-eastwards about. 5
kilometres distant from the point where the 'I'jibarangbang makes its
appearance. The hilly.topography of this an~a causes the Tjibarangbang to,
be one of a multitude of strongly meandering brooks which on the most
detailed maps are indicated only by dotted lines. In reality, however, it is
perhaps over twenty-five kilometres in length. Prior to the .Japanese invas-
ion (1942) and the subsequent reckless deforestation allover the 'island, it
was the only stream within easy reach flowing through country where
patches of secondary .-:...or even virgin - forest l~ad been left more or
less untouched.

From its origin to the point where it flows into the Tjitundun (110 m
alt.) , this little stream makes only a descent of less than ~!) metres within
a distance of 10-15 km in a straight line. The smaller part of the area :s

1'.
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undulating and rises gently towards the low watersheds, whose spurs in
places reach the bank of the stream. Up-stream it was explored for about
one kilometre and down-stream a little less that distance. Its various
tributaries are small rivulets across which one may easily step or jump,
but the average width of the mOainstream is about six to eight metres.

At the point where it comes out of the forest is a rocky declivity
over which the stream debouches· through a narrow passage, terminating

" in a ;mafi fall, over which a stone bridg~ has been built, For half a
mile or so above this bridge it flows through dense woods, but it is wide
enough to admit the sunlight to a greater or less 'extent. Several sma:iler
cascades and gentle rapids occur in the forest up-stream and here it is
narrower with a sandier or stonier 'bottom; for. the greater part of the
e~plored stretch, however, it is Just a shady brook with clear water,

" shallow ripples and sand bars, with intermittent pools or stretches of
quiet and deeper water. Apart from the stonv .flats and gentle rapids,
which are often. covered with a slithery growth of bright green algae,
there are -but few rocky exposures along the course of the stream and
there ., little or no aquatic vegetation, except at the more open places
in smasl bays and quiet bends where the current is much reduced and
where lenitic conditions prevail." As to the velocity of the current in the
stream, no attempt has been made to state the rate of flow as it is very
variable during a short space of time and also in adjacent places.

At various places where there is a general decrease in the tractive
power of the stream an increasing amount of finer deposit is seen which
may form banks of gravel and coarse sand. Fine sand and silt occurs in
strips of sediment along' the banks. and at many localities as shoals or
as' sand-spits in mid-stream, .~ 0 '

u From the above notes it will be clear that the Tj ibarangbang presents
a '" iJe range of micro-topographic and biotic ..conditions and a' great
diversity of aquatic habitats.

"~,

CLIMATIC FACTORS

There are no data about the climate of the locality itself, but there
~jls been for many years a meteorological station at Djasinga Estate (90 m
alt.) , 6 kilometres in a direct line NE from the 'I'jibarangbang bridge,
and there are also data for Tjigelung (175 malt.), which is almost 2 kilo-
metres distant in a WSW direction. The climates of these two stations,
are practically alike, but owing to slight differences in elevation some of
the climatic factors, in particular the rainfall, differ a little in the two
places, especially the average maxima of daily rainfall. I have calculated
the mean results of the figures available 1) for both stations and these
will give a sufficiently good general picture of the rainfall of our area.

") Rainfall figtJres are taken from observations made duning the period 1879-
19?~2by the Royal Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory at Batavia (Djakarta).
See: Verh. Kon. Magn. & Meteorol. Obs. Batavia, 14, 1925, and ibid., 23, 19'31.

•.
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There are no definite wet and dry seasons; but the rainfall 'is higher
during the west'monsooIi (November, to March) than during the east
monsoon (May to September). The mean annual rainfall is about 3570 mm,

. .. .
The wettest month (February) has a mean rainfall of 365 mm, the driest
(July) of 205 mm. The number of days i:fteach month with a measurable
amount of rain varies from 20.4 during the wettest month (January for
1907-22) to 9,.5 during the driest (July) and amounts to 192 per annum.
The mean maximum dally rainfall is about 76 mm during the wettest
month and. 50 mm during the -driest (116 mm annually), the recorded '
absblute maximum being 160 mm. The fact that there are averagely almost,
44 rainy days during the f9ur consecutive driest months of the year,
proves that there is never a shortage of water.

Long periods of rain lasting a fortnight or longer are only frequent
during the wet season months December to February, but weeks of •
continuous rain may occlJr in other months of the year (/i.g. April 1936
and March 1937). For the rest of the year the mornings are nearly
always bright, but heavy showers starting about midday or shortly after-
wards and soon followed by a sudden rise of the water are common in
all seaeons of the year. In such cases the rain - often accomparaed by'
squalls 'of,wind - nearly always falls vertically' arid with great violence.

The rangq of mean temperatures 'for the different months of the
year are very small, much smaller than the range between day and night,
though even that is alw~ys less than 7°C.

TREUBIA, VOL. 20, 1950, PARr 3.
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COMPOSITION AND ECOLOGY OF THE ODONATE FAUNA

,

,
• ••• •The most striking part ofcthe fauna is - or was - the insect life,. ..

especially Odonata and Ephemeroptera, which' ~ere were found in all
abundance and variation wholly unknown in ordinary lowland arel!~ of
West Java, where every stream flows through open cultivated countryand
which, 'as a result of the changed physical character of both the str~:rm.
itself and its environment, have lost practically all autochthonous fannal
elements.

It would have been convenient to examine the relations between the
various animals and 'their environments in order to obtain anadequate .
idea of the economy of this stream. In a future more comprehensive paper
I hope to discuss its faunistic ecology as a whole. Owing to the difficulty
of identifying most immature organisms, and a great number' of adults y

as well; I had for the present to be satisfied with the determination of
the Odonata. These have been studied more or less carefully, and as may
be seenfrom Table I, our list of the Tjibarangbang dragonflies comprises
32 loti~ species. We know the habitat of the nymphs of most of these
pretty definitely, but of a few (Onychothemis culminico]f! and Macroinia
septima) nothing is yet known, in spite of a careful search. •

•

•
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Q TABLE I. HABITATriPREFERENCE OF DRAGONFLY NYMPHS IN FOREST
STREAM TJIBARANGBANG, WEST JAVA

o
Rheophiles

Species (32)
(Nymphs of 28 species

identified.)

Euphaea variegata (RAMB.)
Dysphaea dimidiata SELYS
Drepanosticta gazella LIEFT. ')
Vestalis luctuosa (BURM.) ')
Rhinocypha f. fenet;trata

,. (BURM.)
Libellago l. lineata (BURM.)
Libellago sumatrana (SELYS)
Prodaeineisro. autumnalis

(FRAS.)
}Prodasine~a delicatula

(LIEFT.)
Notoneura insignis (SELYS)
Neurobasis chinensis florida

. HA~
Macromia cydip,{!e LAIDL.
Idionu» montana KR:UG.
Trithemis festiva (RAMB.)
Copera marginipes (RAMB.)
Pseudagrion p. pruinosum

" (BURM.) ••
Plkragomphus 1'. reinwardti

. (SELYS) (
Mef7ulogomphus icterops

• .' (MARTIN)
BurmagiJ"mphus javicus .

., SCH~UDT
Macro{/..omphus p. parallelo-

• • gramma (BURM.)
Gomphidia javanica FORST.
MaC1'omia erato LIEFT.
Macromia gerstaeckeri. KRUG.
Macromia sep,tima MARTIN
Leptogomphus l. lansbergei

SEIffS
Microgomphus chelif er theiu-.

phonus LIEFT.
Tetracanthagyna degorsi

. MARTIN
Onychothemis culminicola

FORST.
lctinogomphus d. decoratus r

(SELYS
Orthetrum. chrysis SELYS
Trithemis aurora' (BURM.)
Pseudagrion r. rubriceps

.<> SELYS .

Rheobionts

+
+
+
+
+

,+

+
+

+
+
+

"

+

••
-\ .
+
+

+ +
+
+
+
+ +

~
+,
+

+
+

+
+
+ • + + +

I""

+
+
+
+
+ ++ +

+
?

+
+
+
? ? ? ..
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
1) Species restricted to the upper reaches of main stream and smaller tributaries.
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This list needs some explanation. It shows not only tl~i~ there is 'a
variety of habitat-groups within the order, but on examining the columns
from left to right one may also notice "that these communities ~ry from
the more typical truly lotic conditions to those of lenitic environments. 1~

Accordingly, the classification of these nymphs is based solely upon
. .

their habitat preference regardless of their taxonomy. Therefore we see
that the true rheobionts appear in the first six columns while th~ rheo-
philes find their proper place in the last three columns. .,

About a dozen species of C)donata which normally develop ir: stagnant •
water but which have only incidentally been found at the stream, either
in the adult or nymphal stage, have been left out of consideration because
casual visitors will not concern us here.

•

SEASONAL INFLUENCE AND PERIODICITY

It is evident that the climate of the Tjibarangbang area has no
sufficiently well-marked periodicity in its rainfall for some sea son a I
periodicity to be expected in the Odonate fauna, and one would not expect
'such climatic factors as atmospheric humidity and temperature to vary
much over the area at anyone time. Therefore these factors wouid not
have great importance in the regional distribution of these insects.

Rainfall on the spot does not necessarily "affect the organisms of
the bottom f'aqna since all dragonfly nymphs remain adhered to stones
below the surface or keep shelter between root mats, while others are
capable of burrowing into sand and mud or hiding among leafy trash. It
has repeatedly been noticed that a short periodic rise of the water mark
followed by bright weather and a subsequent drop of the level has no
influence whatever on adults and nymphs: ". • •

Periodic changes in the co~stitution of the fiuna are chiefly brought•about by prolonged periods of heavy rainfall, and as soon as flood con"
ditions -produce a rise in the river such as wjll sweep away lo'gs and <er~ot
up waole trees, then the effect is very considerable, causing 'great changes
in the conformation of the stream bed. Owing to the sudden and often··
great increase in the volume of water in the stream, the current becomes
very swift and considerable amounts of mud and sand are washed away.

The numbers of adults remain very lQWas long as the flood condi-
tions last. It is unfortunate that only few visits were paid to the spot
during periods of high water and dull weather; but as the stream then

•
~.,. .

1) Biotic 'conditions prevailing in the stream-bed surveyed are intermediate
between the two environments, resembling the one or the other depending upon the
rate of flow of the water. There is a definite succession of communities as one
proceeds from the wider and sunnier stretches of the stream-bed below ·the stone
bridge to the narrower and more densely shaded portion i'tt its upper reaches above
the brfd~e. These successions alternate and one may find a certain species flocked
together in scattered localities over. a fairly great distance. Where the stream crosses
a small clearing the demarcation of anyone region or community is difficult since they
merge into each other. However, all species enumerated are obligatory.
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the wing.
About the middle of December, 1936, the stream was in spate for

• at least 10 days and towards the end of that month dragonfly life -had
greatly diminished. On November 13, 1938, a flood resulting in a rise
of almost two metres in the stream caused a marked decrease in the
numbers. of imagoes and the insects appeared to be unable to recover
in the s~ort' dry and bright period that

Cl
followed. This flood produced

also a sudden drop in the number of nymphs. Normally, there isa constant
. o. ~

succession of generations through the year, leaving no period ofabsence 0

of larvae or imagoes. However, the unusual high water stages above
alluded to submerge all the resting places for emerging larvae at the

ot:Jmethat they are due to transform, resulting in the wholesale destruction
" of the normal 'accrue of a given population. It is obvious that from that

time on the continuous succession of broods is brought to a standstill
and only the (remaining populations of imagoes are capable of reproduc-
tion:

One"is naturally led to enquire how the species come safely through
the adverse period and are able to make a reappearance when the condit-
ions ~re again favourable. This we do not yet know. As many parts of the
stream-bed are in a state of motion every time a spate arises, we may
safely assume that a considerable number of larvae are earried away by
the current. This applies partjcularly to nymphs living among debris such
as dead leaves, twigs and siihilar forest materials stuck between large
stones and logs, or to those hiding among trash at the edge of -the water;
probably also to the sand-dwelling nymphs of Macromia gerstaeckeri and
'alIles (vide postea). ill-' a cprevi'ous paper, 1) I have referred to the fact
that the younger nymphal stages of if egat'ogomphus icterops lJve in

°de;.ressio:ij2 under small stones of gravel bars at the edge of the stream,
hence in the same placeswhere the females oviposit, i.e. over the ripples
i'll shallow water. The more matured larvae, however, whose burrowing

o c:ll3-cities are .notorious.. prefer deeper water and bury themselves in
sand and mud. Most likely the last mentioned group is also the most
capable of resistance; but one may well ask if there exist-definite corre-

"lations between anyone nymphal stage and its abode in connection with
the possibilities of ~rviving a torrent or flood.

One other point may be taken into consideration in this respect. As
is well known, not all dragonflies will necessarily b~eed near their place
of emergence. Adults emerged from larvae dragged away down the river
may well find the way back to their favourite haunts instinctively. The
results of four years eollecting at the 'I'jibarangbang indicate that nearly
all species inhabiting this stream have their own particular spots selected

1) Studies (lon' Oriental Gomphidae, with descriptions of new or interesting
larvae. Treubia, 18, 1941: 233-253, 7 pIs. (p. 237).

".,
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by the females as suitable places for oviposition'and it has repeatedly been
noticed throughout the year that sooner or later the females wm come
(or return)' to these spots when the water has subsided; Shifting of popu=

o 0
lations may therefore constantly be kept in check by the "homing instinct"
of the females, and in that way the equilibrium may ultimately be restored
again.

In conclusion we may say that it is merely after prolonged and' heavy
flood periods that the climate bacomes a limiting factor for the occurrence
of these riverine Odonata.- o

•

PHENOLOGY

For the sake of completeness and in order to gain an idea of the
composition and periodicity of the dragonfly fauna of the Tjibarangbang,
I have in Table II enumerated the dates of all visits paid to that section .
of the stream where collections and observations could be made, viz, from
April 1935 until January 1939. It must be borne in m~nd that most
visits to this locality were made on Sundays and on various other holiday.
trips. Other duties prevented me from making regular excursions to
the stream and wide gaps exist between them, including one lasting, more. ~
than a whole year (Oct. 1937 to Nov. 1938) due to the writer's absence on
leave in Europe, and again during most-of the year 1940. The data accu-
.mulated in thi~ Table deal only with those species to which particular
attention has been paid, most of the commoner species being left unnoticed.
The Table "is intended also as a reference list to other speci~s and will
be used oh future occasions.

"
TABLE n. CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY.9F VISITS PAID TO"tJrEARANGBANG RIVER (DJAS~'NGA,

W. JAj A) SHOWING REqORDED OCCURRENCE OF ADULTS AND I,6RVAE OF 17 aESIDENT SPECIES

OF ODONATA DURING 193,5.- 1941; "
'..

'...•
Legenda:
• '1 Adults on the wing

Nymphs collected
+ Adults and' nymphs collected

•
o Females ovipositing
EB Oviposition observed and nymphs,

collected.

,>

_._-

.Ilf· '"
\ Macromi,q, ;:!

~ .
~ ~ c

Date IS
~

..te
'1::! IS ~ c ..,. • {l ,~ ., R...,. .., IS ;:! c ~ IS '" ~of ~ IS ~ .., ..,. ., c R. ee

~ tl) tl) ..,.c .., ~ ..!C .., IS e ~ ., '"..., IS c ;:! - .,:;:, '1::! IS c
..,

c ~ ~ c ~ . - ;0 ..te ~
visits '~ ~ ~ .§ IS ., ., IS ., ..,

~ IS '"
..., o

~ .~ IS R.
'"

..., '" .., 1;. ~ tl).., ;:! ., ;:! ..., .2 .~ IS c IS ~ .,
c '1::! '" .'1::! c ..., t -e-,

.., -e-, ~. R.' ~ c· '1::!

~ ~
R. ~

'1::!

~ ~'I~ ..:i ~- ~ ..:i 0 ., '" ~ ~ e-:'" tl), ., c

1935 Apr. 28 1 I I I 0 I -I I
• 30 I I 0 I I I I 0 I.

.. May 12 I - I I • 0
26 I I .'-

,.
I

-
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Macromia . e I ~..,
0 l:

0 ..,
. ." I 0

Date tl e .s ',,0 e ',,0 ..s:!
0 ::! tl .: ..., ., >l.

~( ~ 0 ',,0 "'tl ~
0

..., tl " ~ e '" ~ tl) ~ 2'of ~ .~ ~ ..., ..,. . ., " >l. '" tl .s ......., e .: ~ ..,. <:> ;::l .., ., ec0 -e .: ;:s ~~ e " .'" " ~ " ~ .0 ..s:!.'" fo '3 ., tU e ..., . ·0visits ~ ~ ~ '" 's . .: '"..<:i ., ~ .~ es ~ ;> ..., ..,. ~ i':! ..<:i tl)

~ ;::l "'tl
..., 0 .e- e .~ e ..~ tl .s .,

o '" " R. '" 13 -e-, -e-, '>l. " "'tl~ "'tl:<: ~ ...:i :;i cl IU ., ~ ;:s, C!il~ cQ c.; ~ .• .;5 ';i h'" tl) "
June 6') -, ,..

14 I I 0 0 o I '.23 I I ."
JJly 27 ') I
Aug. 2') .. I

4 ') ,. I.. - 18 I I I
Oct. 16 1 0 I 0 I
Nov. 24 0 I I 0 I I
Dec. . 1 .. I 0 0 EB, 0 0 +

6 I 1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
8 1 0 I I I 0 I

29 0 I
1936 Apr. 10 I I 0 r I 0 - I 0 0 +, 30 0 I 0 0 . I..

May 3 I 1 0 I I
17 1 0 I 1
30 ') ,.

I I-
~1') I + 0 0 I I

June 12) 1
'. , + 0 I + +,

Sep. 20 1 EB I I 8 .
Nov. 1 1 0 I 0 0 0 I I I

15 I EB - l 0 1 0 .. I., ..
Dec. 29 1 0°

1937 Feb. 7 1 "" I- EB Ir .,
Mar. 8~ I 0 0 I

"·Apr. 30 I 0 c. 0 0
May 6 I I I .1 ,

; June 6 0
'July 10·) - + - - + +

182) - - - + I + + - + +
Aug. 31 EB EB 0 G -
Oct. - 11 I I ~ I

1938 Nov. 13 - I" 0 I I
15

Dec. 4 I - 0
1939 Jan. 15 I

,- - - '.

Apr. 30 :) I I 1
May 142) . I
Nov. 26 1 1 - 1 I

1940 Oct. 27 I 1 + - - - - - +
Dec. 8 I 0 I I I EB - - .- +

1941 Jan. 1 + - +
9 • j' 0 - - --

') Locality visited only 'after 5 p.m.
2) Locality visited also at dusk.
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---I-I-I.--E-C-O-IO-g-i-C-a-I-n'-o-t-es-a-n-d-ob-servationson some Macrol;a larvae •
o

•

We may now turn our attention to· the biology of some species of Mn-
cromia, since they are the most important from the present point of
view. The account which follows concelns not only the four species
occurring at the Tjibarangbang, but also two others found at localities
in Sumatra and Java which are ecologically different from" tre one'
described in the- previous pages. The first mentioned, species - are
M. cydippe, eraio, geriJtaeckeri and septima (see Table I), while ()theothers c

are.mooret fumata and we-stwoo"dii. '
In a previous pape"r 1) I have drawn attention to the fact that the

larvae of oriental species of Mac1'omia can be divided into several groups
according to' their mode of life, 'Since that was written the author has

o
obtained further evidence in support of the' view that there exist 0

definite correlations between the habitat of the various larvae and their
bodily structure."

It should be clearly understood that no. species of" Macromia have
sa far been found in swift or torrential streams where the 'bottom is '
practically free fram plant debris or from sand. Accordingly, the'Y have
not u~dergone considerable morphological changes or developed rstrong Q

adhesive structures by means of which "they can withstand very swift
currents 2). In spite of that the adaptive peculiarities of structure and
habit developed by Macromia nymphs seem to' be worthy of consideration
as an ecological factor ;1n determining the distribution of thOespecies.

HABITAT PREFERENCE
, "

• •••• 0

Although preference. of Macromia nymphs for stream life is cha-
racteristic of the genus as a whole, the majorifyof the species inhabit .•
ing.the temperate regions of the world are found in sluggish ~rea:ms with• .w
a silty bottom, while certain ones are founf in bath streams and lakes.
As io the tropical Asiatic species, it is onlynatural to' expect that."th§
essential, conditions which would, enable them to' live also in the hat
plains, should be shady forest-streams with an abundant supply of oxygen
and maintaining a low temperature 3). These conditions also exist to a
certain extent in the almost stagnant pools'of streams at higher altitude~
above the sea, and although in both habitats we find the more advanced

1) On some Od~nata collected in Ceylon,. with descriptions of new' species and i<
,larvae. Ceylon J. Set. (B), 22, 1940: 93-96, fig, 3 (larval structures)'; pl, 1, fig. 1

(exuvia .of M. zeylanica FRAS.). • ,
2) For interesting ecological studies on stream-dwelling insects in temperate

regions, the reader is referred to the articles "of G.S. DOiDS & F.D. HISAW entitled
"Adalltation~ of Mayfly nymphs to swift streams", and "Adaptations of CaddisflY
larvae 110 SWIft streams", Ecology, 5, 1924: 137-148" 2 pls, and ibid., 6, 1925: 123-137,
figs. See also E. PERCIVAL& H. WHITEHEAD,"A quantitative study of the fauna of
some stream-bed", Journal of Ecology, 17, 19'29: 282-3'14. " '

8) M. cincta RAMB.probably breeds in stagnant water; itsl~r"va is "still unknown .•

•
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J:l1ymphalJ~r~s of Macromia, it is in the smaller streams with a moderate
current that we find the most specialized types of larvae, which are'
adapted' to a life in running water. Assuming that quiet waters were the
;first to be peopled by the ancestral members of the subfamily, it is
likely that the swifter waters were invaded gradually by more highly
specialized forms. "

'I'he=accompanying sketches of cross-sections through a stream-bed
(p, 668) may give an impression of the habitat preference of some species

o of M~cromia larvae. It must be emphasized; however, that not all of these
types do occur together in the same portion of stream. The so-called
subrnontane species, known to occur preferably in mountainous regions
where the water maintains a low temperature, are exemplified by the
habitation a; here the nymphs either live among decaying plant ma-
t~~ial on the bottom of cold deep> pools, or lie buried in surface sand in
places where the strength of the current at all events is diminished.
On the other hand, the habitations b, c and d indicate the abode of species
frequenting the-lower reaches of the stream, which flow through hilly
or almost· flat country, but which have a swifter current.

[:;t have followed THIENElVIANN1) in distinguishing between a lotic and
lenitie'" shore zone in the bed of a strongly meandering stream: In a
sluggish forest-brook with a fe'ep,le descent sharp lines can not always
be drawn between these habitats: notwithstanding the presence of sur-
face eddies and water of considerable depth, even the lotic bank at
the convex" bends of the str~lim may be characterized by it retarded
current resulting in a shore vegetation and aquatic fauna which more
or less resemble those characteristic of lenitic environments.]

::t .• ....:,\ 0

'.

._.- --- ..,......_--_ ....o
ADAPTIVE lVIODIFICA~IONSOF FORM AND STRUCTUREIN RELATION

<J<I TO HABITSANDENVIRONMENT
'.J. .,

• The adaptive modifications of Malaysian Mac'romia nymphs to their
~nvi,.ronment may be divided into two main groups, comprising .(1) species
that withstand the current by hiding among vegetable obstructions and
root mats, and (2) species showing adaptations which enable them to
avoid the-current by living buried in the substratum; No sharp lines can of
course be drawn between current-resisting and current-evading Jnsects
and, as we will see, the ability to withstand the current is by no means
lacking in the flat sand-dwellers of thegerstaeckeri group, which there-
fore could as .well be classified as current-resisting species. Both groups
solve the problem of retention in, the stream in a different way and they
have their own problems of locomotion in search of food and in flight
from enemies. "

1) A. THIENEMA.'NN, Das Leben der Binnengewasser, Stuttgart, 1927.
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1. S p e ~ i est h-a twit h s tan d t he cur r e n t b y hid i n g
a m o n g v e get a b 1eo b s t r u c t ion s and; 0 0 t mats .

•
•M. cydippe LAIDLA w (fig. 52-53).

As to the nymph of cydiwe' we are sufficiently well informed to
establish. the fact that it differs widely -f'rorn the other species in the
place CIf abode it occupies in the stream. At the same time it shows
pecultarittes of structure and habit not. shared by members of the

• aeretaeckeri group. o.
1l{ cydippe has none of the striking modifications of the flat-bodied

nymphs discussed below, but it is interesting to see that it lives in
swifter water than the sand-dwelling and °more specialized types. The
most noteworthy character of this riymp·h is seen in a cross-section of

o the body, which presents an almost perfect equilateral triangle; the back .
is cariaate, sloping away on either side, making a high roof-shaped

• 0
body. The points of attachment of the slender legs are much closer to
either sid~ of th~ body "than in the sprawling species, the legs themselves
being .conSiderably shorter in proportion to the body than in the sand-
dwelligg larvae; they are not noticeably flattened and the tarsal. claws
are only small and strongly curved (see table of measurements). .The
requirements of offering least .resistance to the current and -of exposing,
the minimum surface of the legs have been met by folding tthem upwards
and by pressing them against the sloping sides of the body. I' •

The nymphs of cydippe do not live upon the exposed surfaces of
logs and stones, where they receive the full force of the current, but
hide, themselves among .ve1\,table ~atter that clogs the passage between
large stones and boulders, usually in mid-strqam (see sketch of cross-
~ction through river-bed on p. 668). They afford an example of a species
only.capabM of withstanding the current of small cascades and .rapids
by~seeking protection among' the choking material. accumulated :;t .such
~la~s. The ability of the nymph to press itself closely to a leaf is much
increased by the perfectly flat and smooth ventral surface of the abdomen
which effectively prevents the animal also from being lifted from the
substratum by water running under it. A nymph found resting on a dead... .
leaf that is taken out of the water by its pedicel, may remain attached
to the wet surface of the leaf, aided by the adhesive power of its abdo~en;
during the attachment the insect can slide itself along over the surface..

, '.It spends most, if not all, of the time among the leafy debris and moves
very slowly from place to place, always with the head up stream and
blocking the openings through which the water flows. It may thus lie

•in ambush, waiting for prey. This nymph is apparently unable to ~wim
against the current and is carried away when its hold is broken' It is,
for practical pUl'poses, no swimmer, but on being disturbed" clambers
through the debris in the sieve basket and tries to escape. As far as

t
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my own experience goes, M. cydippe was the only species ot its genus
to be found also in root mats and, even more frequently, among" masses
of aerial roots of lianas swaying in the current. ,.

I have not seen any specimen during transformation nor have I
found the exuviae of cydippe. The nymphs probably climb up the clal9'
banks, crawling away from the water's edge to ascend sometree ,before
transforming and hence may easily escape observation. They were
especially.abunda~t on. Dec. 1,'1935, Febr. 7 and Aug. 31, 193'G act. 27, "
1940, and tan. 1, 1941, but may have been found equally numerous on
oth:r days when no particular attention was paid to them.

The full-grown larvae are much sought after by native fisherwomen
who collect them eagerly along, with small fish, shrimps and mollusks
(Melania), the ingredients being roasted and consumed indiscriminat~i~
as food. On December 1, 1935, I picked 22 full-grown nymphs out of a
native woman's basket, the result of a few hours' collecting-at the ~tream.
By its dark brown, chestnut and purplish colours this nymph is wonder-
fully adapted to its environment of similarly coloured rotten leaves, but,
unlike the Epigomphine larvae and the nymph of Gomphidio. - which
seek shelter among trashy material in quiet edges of the stream -- the {
peculiar habit of "death-feigning" has not been' observed in the nymph
of cydippe. " •

Although the nymphal gut contents have not yet been carefully
examined, "it is believed that the larvae will consume any suitable
material which is present, Tipulid larvae, snails and shrimps were
common in the leafy trash between rocks. Many adults were bred from
larvae kept in petri-dishes placed in -ordihary breeding cages at Bog-or.
They were fed with snails-andtearthworms, whic.,~ were readily taken.~ .

M. westwoodii SELYS(fig. 55).
. .

As. a matter of fact, the nymph of this species should be placsd
more properly into the next category, or in a group ot' its own, .;ror*
althoughwestwoodii no doubt is closely allied with cydippe, its nymph
differs in several respects, from that species. In outward appearance and
body-structure it has ,retained the more "~rimitive" nymphal characters
of the genus and may be considered a derivative of Ieniticfurms that has
undergone the minimum structural change for a life in standing or siowly
running water at some altitude above the sea. The body is .neither so
strongly 'flattened as in the larva of moorei [umaio. and those of the
gerstaeckeri group (including also such species as zeyla';ica FRASER),
nor yet so strongly arched a~d crested as in cydi1lpe. It is easily distin-
guished from other Macromia larvae by its huge labial mask, but
approaches cydippe by the absence of a frontal tubercle and in having
short tarsal claws which, however, are less strongly ~rved (fig. B).
Two nymphs were dredged up from "near a waterfall" at 750 nietr~s

,I
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above sea-level, and once a larva was found "in a rice-field" by one
of Mr DRESCHER'scollectors. Mr DRESCHERfound westwoodii not un-
cemmonly in the narrow ravines on the southern slope of Mt Slamat
(Central Java), but assumes that the nymph may be found among debris
.at-the bottom of pools with almost stagnant water. .

2,. S'p e c i e s w h i c h a v 0 i d the cur r e n t b y I i v i n g
')' bur i e d .i nth e sub ill t rat u m.

o ,.
The forms united in this group are rather similar in outward

appearance, comprising flattened species with sprawling legs, which
have excellent powers of swimming.. They are represented in the Ma-
laysian fauna by two types of larvae which are entirely dependent of
-the substratum, 'but whereas

(a) 'J is a bottom-dweller of deep pools in the bed of mountain
streams, showing adaptive specializations for withstanding periodical
violent stirring 0'1 the water when the river is in spate;

, (b) includes true rheobionts that live buried in sand underlying
the current of small streams in low country.

o Th~ following notes may illustrate the structural features and the
habits of these nymphs .

•la) M. moorei fumata KRUCER(fig. 36, 54).
'.~'

Superficially, there is great similarity in appearance and shape
between the nymph of m. [umaia. and those of. the gerstaeckeri
group. There are, however, ~he -follqwing important differences: - the
whole insect is more solidly built, the thofax being considerably more

<:J

robust and also higher, while at the same time the abdomen is very
flat aiad mor~ abruptly depressed beyond the wing cases, tapered to a
point posteriorly. The nymph is perfectly clean (from its habit of living)
and 'ihe chitinoiis parts are much more heavily pigrnented than in the
pale ~and-dwelling species. The antennae are relatively longer and the
facetted portion of the eyes larger and less projecting. The sprawling
legs are also much strongerrwhile the femora are distinctly flattened,
Lastly, the tarsal hooks are not nearly as long and slender as in eraio
and ge1"staeckeri, resembling closely those of westwoodii. This is signi-
ficant when we seek to correlate the shape and size of the tarsal claws
with the nature of the substratum as we have found that groups (a)
and (b) differ markedly in regard to habitat (see under these species and
cf. figures A-D).

The nymph of this species is typically an inhabitant of cold deep
pools in the bed of rocky forest-streams in mountainous districts. At
Luwung Njawa examples of it were dredged up with the debris and
coarse sand on the bottom of a series of pools where there was a great,.

I

~,

,
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reduction of current, e.g. at the foot of cascades or heneath. some tilte~
boulder which had its downstream end, raised. Although in such situations
the current may strike the upstream end of a boulder at great velocity,
the speed beneath may be practically nil. Here they live, either on
the sandy bottom, lying hidden in a sheltered cornet or half buried in
the muddy trash of the pool. When disturbed, the nymphs swim rapidly
and wildly to another place where they suddenly come to rest o.~ the ,bot-
tom, much in the way of eratc and allies. Possibly this larva is adapted to
life in' deep water, utilising the weight acting on the peculiarly flat-
tened body to press it to the bottom. When carried along by ,il rush

of water this insect,
like the sand-dwellers
of shallow streams,
bends its spidery legs
back over the body
till th~ knees of the
posterior two pairs
nearly meet in the
median line, and des-

I'cribes arcs until it
comes to rest. •

The colour-pat-
tern varies a great
deal in individual
specimens, both in
intensity and detail,~
according to the loca-

Ii'ig. A-D. Posterior tarsus of full-grown larva ~f lity, It may rely for
M. cydippe (A), westwoodii (B), gerstaeckeri (C), and
moorei fuonato: (D), showing different shape of claws. capturing its prey on

.' its protective c~lour-
atiori which sometimes suits its habitat remarkably well, the darkest
nymphs being those which occur among rotten leaves (fig. 54).

I am' much indebted to Mr. VERBOOMwho on several occasions sup-
plied me with live specimens collected by him on the slopes of Mt Dempo
in South Sumatra, at altitudes from 1200-1500 metres. They were asso-
ciated with the nymphs of Chlorogomphus and of" an unknown Gomphid,
both species unfortunately remaining unidentified.

Immediately after their capture the nymphs were put into empty
cigarette tins containing wet moss and sent to Java by air mail. Many
larvae died in transit within three days, or soon afterwards, but several
others yielded imagoes at the estate Tjisarua;" a locality near Bogor,
situated approximately at the same altitude as their natural habitat.
In breeding this species in captivity I used larg·e petri-dishes about 22
cm diam. and 6 cm high. After trying various methods, it was found

"

t, -" ;.~.
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'that the best plan' was to provide the dishes with .» thick layer of
coarse river sand and to fill them with rain water. To prevent the buried
nymphs from being, disturbed, it was best to leave the. water stagnant
and not to change it, only supplying sufficiently to make up for loss by
evaporation. These containers were left uncovered in an open verandah
until some days before emergence, when the nymphs had ceased feeding.
Then smaller dishes were required for isolated specimens which were

.jilaoed in "our breeding cages before transformation. .
In captivity the nymphs showed very little activity. In most in-

stances" it took many hours or even days before they got accustomed
to their new environment. Occasionally they took shelter under rotten
leaves, but eventually all nymphs were attracted to sand for concealment .

. They threw up the sand all over them with their fore legs, writhing
with their body and sweeping slowly and deliberately with their legs.,
scooping out in the process a depression into which they settled until
almost completely buried, the abdomen slightly curled up and leaving
only the head and the tip .of the abdomen visible.

N.) observations on the feeding habits of this species could de car-
ried 01'.-1 on the spot, and since all available nymphs were reared with
a view to obtaining the perfect insects, the gut contents were not
examined. As the nymphs when finally buried but rarely moved their
position, they had to be fed regularly and separately. In the course of
our experiments they were supplied with mosquito larvae whenever
available; these Were devoured eagerly and in great quantities. Small
tadpoles, earthworms and snails also formed part of their diet and were
accepted with equal ardour-

u (b) M. gerstaeckeri' KRUG. .and erato LIEFT. (fig. 38-39).1)
o· .

CThe two species under discussion are' sand-dwellers par excellence.
The full grown nymph is' a pale sandy yellow, creature, showing a
,Jeli~ate and finely mottled pattern of light brown that harmonizes well
with the environment. It has a broad and very flattened body and' except-
ionally long and spidery legs. Though only little expanded.. the legs are
thin, depressed and radiately arranged, and are held perfectly in a
horizontal plane so as.to lie nearly parallel with the current. The tarsal
claws are remarkably long and slender, almost straight and tapering
to a fine point ; they will no doubt give a much more stable' anchorage
in the loose sand than the short hook-like claws of cydippe (fig. C). The
body is highest at the point of attachment of the wing-buds, which are
usually just exposed to the current, becoming flatter posteriorly where
the current flows off, thus employing the stream-line principle in redu-
cing resistance in a modified way, very different from the method follow-
ed by the limpet-like forms like cydippe. The head is also flattened

• Cl1) For the nymph of M. septima see under that species.. ;

..
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, but the facetted portion of the eyes is knob-like ana projects strongly
upward and forward. When completely submerged, only the eyes and
part of the median ridge of the thoraxemerge above the sand. It is
interesting to recall NEEDHAM'ssprightly description 2) of the habits
of nearctic Cordulegasterid nymphs, which, with slight alterations would
apply equally well to' our present nymphs. 8 .

"The nymphs live on the bottom in shallow water, buried in clean
sand or in vegetable silt, Tho'ugh buried they do not burrow, but desc~nd
by raking 'the sand beneath tliem by sweeping, laterial movements of
the 9legs. When deep enough, they kick' the sand up over the back till
only the elevated tips of the eyes and the respiratory aperture at the
tip of the abdomen are exposed. By placing a live nymph in a dish of
sand and water and watching, its method' may be observed in a ve"r"y
rew minutes. The whole comical performance reminds one strongly of the
descent of an old hen in a dust-bath. Once adjusted in the !Sand, a'nymph
(unless' food tempts) remains motionless a very-long time. In a dish of
sand on my table, I have had a nymph remain without change of positiop
for weeks, no food being offered it. Let any insect walk or swirl! near
the nymph's head, and a hidden labium springs from the sand ~Jith a
mighty sweep and clutches it." 0

In captivity our larvae behaved m~ch in the same way as described,
except that th~ swaying and squirming movements were executed first
by the abdomen and later, when buried half way in the sand, also by
the fore legs, which sweep the sand on upon the head and body.

Oviposition takes place over the ripples usually at the edge of the
stream in very shallow water. Thereg is reasen te> regard the miniature
sandy depressions and bollo~s between gr;vel. and loose stones as a
nursery for a considerable portion of the Macromia fauna since only the, &
youngest stages were found there. These IJttle creatures, are very ~{lat,
coloured pale yellowish speckled with brown., and have enormous sprawl- '
ing legs. Owing to their minute size and sandy colour they' are extrernelye
difficult to detect. The environment probably affords enough sh~lter,
to retain a hold and. may serve as a centre from which the nymphs
migrate when they are about half grown. The later instars .gradually
seem to change environment as many were raked up and sifted out
with sieve baskets from the sandy shore deposits or from the more or
less Permanent sand banks on the lenitic side of the stream. ;The current

, '.here is only slow, especially during periods of prolonged drought. We
have observed that the greatest number of larvae are found in sand
which carries a shallow layer of water; M. eraio especially being the
species that lies buried under a thin cover of sand at the very edge
between the' water-mark and the exposed bars (see sketch on p. 6'68).

•

.'
".

80

2) J. G. NEEDHAM & C. BETTEN, Aquatic-Insects in the Adiroi.dacks. New. Y£rk
State Mus. Bull. 47, 1901: 473-474.. '
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This peculiar habitat preference can perhaps be associated with the
nature of the food as the full-grown larvae derive their nutriment chiefly
f..rom small shrimps. which abound in the shore zone.

Most of the' collected nymphs were sifted from the margin of flat
, ~ . "

shoals left behind by the receding water and from sandy stretches along
the banks. They did not appear less abundant in this environment soon
after a freshet had caused a marked shifting Of the sandy deposits than

,aft~r 'a lohg dry spell when the water was row. 'I'his suggests that during
a time of flooding the larvae are washed away downstrearh ~ith the
deposits that carried them be for e the rise of the water, and that
they do not require a stable substratum for. proper development .

.• The matured nymphs are excellent swimmers, propulsion being per-
. formed in the usual anisopterid "way, by ejections of water from the
. respiratory chamber. As a result of its low specific gravity and its

flatness~ the nymph when trying to escape makes away with astonishing
speed, the long 'legs clj.~erted straight backwards after every ejection.
In the stream they orient themselves always with head against the cur-
rent, ,,~aiting for prey in an attitude of alertness. The nymphs are
probably able to swim against a moderate current in such places as
carry a sandy bottom, and it is pC8sible that they visit the upper surface
of the substratum in search of food when the water is low, I have rarely. .

. observed this, however, even ~?en kept in petri-dishes in the laboratory,
as the nymphs stick rigidly tu their environment, covering. themselves
with sand as soon as the opportunity is given.

At the Tj ibarangbang the adults of these two species flew in company
:JI tt .• \I \J • •

of each other, together with sep'Hma ar•.d c1/dippe. They were very~ .

ficarce and difficult to ca'ch and occurred in. about equal numbers, except
sepii{na, which at times was less rarely met with, and cydippe; which
far outnumbered all the others. The adult of erato is entirely Isimilaa-o ' • '. . •• (Ill

in general appearance and habits of flight to gerstaeckeri and septima
and IIcould only 'be distinguished therefrom by the characters employed
in the key.

As to. the larvae of erato q,pd gerstaeckeri, I am unable to find any
differences in facies hetween them in the immature stages. Our figures
38 and 39 are seemingly not alike, but it should be borne in mind that
fig. 38 of eriuo r~presents a living example while fig. 39 of aerstaeckeri
was made after a fresh individual preserved in spirit (see also pp. 701-
702). The description on page 69·6 will therefore stand for both.

Because of their r.p.rity, the' nymphs were collected indiscriminately
at all suitable localities in the stream. On examining a sand bar it was
noticeable that seldom more than a single or a couple of specimens were
found together . .All larvae in the penultimate and ultimate instal'S were
casried home alive and raised in order to establish their identity, which
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remained unknown until after emergence of the perfect insect in the
laboratory at Bogor. 0 0

In spite of this, some observations -carriedout, here and at som&
other breeding places nearby, suggest that the nymph cif erato more fre-
quently occurs in ~and bars at the lenitic side of the stream than doe'S
gerstaeckeri. Nymphs" of erato sifted from fine sand at the edge of a
brook near Tj ipeundeuj, bear witness of this species living also- in
shallow water with a slow current, provided that the water is clea; and "
the brook is shady. On the other hand, all reared nymphs collected ata • ,
the river Wai Tebu in South Sumatra, were sieved from sand deposits
underlying a swifter current, and yielded only gerstaeckeri (see p. 700).

The nymphs could easily be kept; together in close quarters without
doing harm to each other, but they had to be fed separately with pieces
of earthworm or raw meat. Food was accepted only when brought ab 0 v e
the head, which suggests. that the prey under natural circumstances is
captured while passing over with the current., 0.,

In our breeding cages transformation took place early in the .morning

DURATION OF LARVAL LIFE
o '

As far as I know, the number of larval instars and the duration of
the life cycle is not known for any of th~ Old World species of Macromia,
but the larva of most regional species may reach, maturity within one
year of hatching. >-

It took me 99 days to rear one nymph of gerstaeckeri taken in the
ante-penultimate instar, the penultimate and ultimate instars lasting 44
and 55 days, respectively. The ultimate tnstar-of .a second nymphIasted
52 days. c "D, D (f,

IV.. Geographical distribution of Macroinia in Malaysia
L

" ~~ ~ I ~ 0 ~ C ),..
~ ~ 4l .:.: 0 c-

Species ~.-- > e t>.O - Further range-;c= E ~ c'
~~Vl = --. 0 ~ ro\l

(/) c;o c:o

callisto
"

+ i
cincta . ? + + +

06 + + Palawan

corucia + 0

cydippe + + + + + +
erato + 0 , •
euierpe +
Ue1'staeckeri + -I -l .Philippines ?
mnenwsyne +0

Celebesmoorei fumata + + I '1
polyhymniu +
septimu + Tonkin

westwoodii + + + + \1 ~,

Total 5 6 7 6 2 2 •

•
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• Owing .t~ their scarcity, inconspicuous coloration, and retiring habits,
the range of most species of Macromia is still very imperfectly known .
.Most, if not all, species have a wide distribution, and we may safely'
... , . ..
assume that at least some of them will turn up sooner or later in other
i~lands of the Malaysian Subregion, No species has as yet been reported
from the island of Bali or from other islands of the Lesser Sunda chain .

••[The only species definitely known from the Philippine Islands, is nigrito
Nnj.I..& CYGER,whilst two species are now known to occur in Celebes,

, vi1 irina n. sp.and moorei fumata KR.UG.J

e

V. Taxonomy of adults and larvae

KEY TO THE KNOWN MALAYS.IAN SPECIES OF Macromia 1)

',. 1. Anal angle of posterior wing' of male well-pronounced but round-
, ed; anal margin between membranula and the angle itself straight to-

deeply ~oncav~ . . '2.
1'. Anal angle of posterior wing of male sharply acute; anal margin

, . .
between membranula and the angle itself concave. Small portion of ventral
Inargi.,n of 2nd abd.-segment of male close to the anterior end of segment,.
thickrned and beset with a bunch of very stiff short bristles. Dorsum of
synthorax without distinct ante humeral bands. Dorsum of lOb'\. abd.-
segment with acutely pointed triangular process. Sup. anal apps of male
pointed and recurved apically and with well-developed extoro-lateral tooth
on each at about the middle; into app. usually a little longer than superior
pair. Front of head very dark h'rown, pyramidal processes black, slightly
or not metallic. Segments 2-6 of abdomen black or brownish-black without
metallic lustre ;2~4 at l~ast .':Vitl)yellow markings on the dorsum. Posterior
wing with more than one 'cross-vein in tl~e snpratriangle. At most two
.basal cross-nerves in tIre discoidal field Of male posterior wing running
din~c;tly froi\1 M. to CUi. At least the anal area of posterior wing partly
yellow and the extreme basebf both pairs witha rusty dark brown mark. . ~~

.(male) or with these marks considerably enlarged and quite conspicuous
(female). Tips of' anterior wings of female nearly always brownish-yellow.
Membranula greyish-white. Keel on flexo~ side of anterior tibia about half
as long as or slightly shorter than tibia. Valvula vulvae well-developed,
entirely divided into two leaf-like lobes, each of which is somewhatpointed
apicad. Genital lobe ~'mall, its ventral margin almost straight in lateral
view and beset with dense brush-like stiff bristles. Posterior hamuli broad
at base, thei'r ventral margin undulated in profile view, then slender, bolClly
recurved apically so as to be hook-like. Size rather large:cJ' abd. + app.
47-49.5, hw. 43-47.5, pt. 3-3.2: mm; ~ 50-52, 48-'50<,3.0-3.6 mm. Larva
unknown. Hab.: Malaya?; Sumatra ; Bangka; Billiton; Java; Borneo;
Palawan cincta (RAJ\1B.)

1) Including 'M. negrito NEEDHAM & GYGER, from the. Philippine Islands.
,.

(

.,
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2. A small anterior portion of the ventral raargin Qf 2nd'3J:>d.lsegment
of male beset with a row of inwardly directed, very stiff, shqrt iblack
bristles. Excavation of frons very broad; upper part divided into two mors
or less triangular, conspicuously flattened parts, brIl'liant metallic-green
in colour, the lateral border' of each of these parts markedly ridged. Front
of head dark reddish-brown without yellow markings. Thorax dark golden
brown with slight metallic-green lustre at the sides, this metallic. colour
more conspicuous on dorsal third of mesepisternum, No traces, of <6~te-
humeral -yellow spots °01' bands. Keel. on flexor side of anterior tibia"
distinctly less than half-as long as the tibia. Rarely more than one cross-

.vein in the supratriangle of posterior wing and usually with at le~st two
basal cross-veins in the disc;idal field of posterior wing running directly
from M. to Cu1• Triangle of same normal in shape and size, and the veins

• M3, M4' CUt and CU2 of same not noticeably strongly curved towards the "
anal wing border. Wings without basal spots; membranula grey. Aodomen
black, segments 2-6 slightly shiny but without metallic-green lustre; 2-5
and 7 with orange-yellow markings. Segm. 10 obtluse-angulate in profile-
view, with a pair of blunt baso-dorsal tubercles and a prominent mid-dorsal
keel. Genital lobe broadly triangular, its ventral margin with a(;'Jense
brush-l'ike bunch of forwardly directed stiff black hairs. Posterior hamuli

9 . 'J

long and slender, hook-like, their distal-two-thirds gradually curved. Sup .
anal apps of raale tapering and recurved apically, abruptly and acutely
pointed at extreme tips, each with well developed extero-latqral tooth at
about the middle; inf. app. equal in length to superior pair. Female resem-
bling the male in most respects, except in venational details. A small basal
yellow spot in c-sc up to AX1 in both pairs of wings. Valvula vulvae very
short, deeply divided into tWI} triangular" bi;tdes; the excavation widely. 0 -.

V - shaped. Size rather large: d' abd. + app. 48-4·j), hw, 45-46, pt. 2.3-2.6 b
~ 45-49.5, 45-49.5, 2.7 mm. Larva with a distinct frontal horn (fig'

o
,p4).

Hab.: NIalaya; Sumatra ; Java; Celebes. . . moorei fumata KRUGER.
1'~Ventral margin of 2nd abd.csegment of male without a ro~ 'of

inwardly directed short black bristles near .its base. 'Excavation of fvons
very broad, shaped similarly to m. [umato. but the upper parts not divid~d. \

into two conspicuously flattened or framed parts, brilliant metallic-green
in colour . - 00 ~ J • 3.

. 3. Triangle of posterior wing in both. sexes noticeably 'smaller than
that of anterior wing and with the costal and distal sides only little longer
than the proximal one (especially in the ~). Apical portions of .the veins
Ms and M. in all wings abruptly curved towards the margin; of the wing,
.and veins CU1 and CU2 in posterior wing &lso strongly arched, entering the
wing-jnargin approximately under a right angle. Front of head reddish-
to dark brown with no yellow markings. Segments 2-6 of abdomen unico-
lorous dark brown with shining metallic-green lustre, e§pecially brilliant
on proximal segments, but entirely without yellow markings in .adults.

y.

•
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Segm. 10 wrth a mere or l~ss pointed triangular boss on dorsum near base•
of segment and with a prominent mid-dorsal keel. Sup. anal apps of male
of delicate build, with the -apices recurved, gradually tapering to a fine
point, and carrying a more or less distinct extero-lateral tooth at about
the middle of their length .", 4. "-

3'. .Triangleof posterior wing in both sexes ~pproximately equal in
size to' that of anterior wing and with the costal and distal sides distinct-
ly!ongerOthan the proximal one. Apical po't'tions ot the veins Ms and M,
in all wings evenly curved, entering the Wing-margin at their proximal side
under -an acute angle; CUI and CU2 not so strongly arched and entering
the wing-margin under an acute angle. Antehumeral yellow stripes on
dorsum of synthorax invariably present, though often narrow and incom-
p'l~te above. Segments 2-6 of abddmen very dark brown or black, with or

, without metallic-green lustre, but at least segm. 2 with well-defined clear'
yellow ~r orangish spots or bands . .. 6.

4. Mesepisterna of thorax brown, upper "third with metallic-green
teflections, but with ~o trace of yellow antehumeral stripes. Posterior
hamusi not as described below, their apices not tapering to apoint, Sup.
anal ~pps of male shorter than the inferior. Ends of veins Ms and M4 and

< .) • J

O'f CUI and CU2 in posterior wing strongly curved, but less markedly so
than in westwoodii. Segments 2-5 01'2'-6 of abdomen with rich metallic-
gre~n lustre . . " . 5.

4'. Mesepisterna of-thorax with a pair of rather well-defined ante-
humeral yellow bands, broad at b;:J.se,rather blurred and tapering upwards,
extending about three-fourths up the dorsum (effaced ill Bornean exam-
ples) , PosteriorJiamulie comparatively short and slender; evenly and but
slightly curved in side-view, the apices a IfttleI'Jutbent. Genital lobe more

"hI' less pointed triangular, carrying a dense brush-like bunch of forwardly
dir~eted brown hairs, most djstinct at apex. Sup. anal appsof male with
the apices recurved, gradually tapering to a fine -point and carnying a

Dmo~eor less distinct but always small extero-lateral tooth at about the
middle of their length. Inf. app. equal in length to superior pair, Veins
CUI and CU2 in posterior wing' very strongly arched and- entering the
margin under a right angle; ends of veins Ms and M 4 distinctly recurued
mid entering the wing-margin at their distal side under a slightly acute
angle. Two (rarely more) cross-veins in the supratriangle of posterior
wing andno basat cross-vein in the discoidal field of same running directly
from M4 to qUI (usually one curved basal cross-vein connecting distal side
of t with CUI). Wings uncoloured at base; membranula grey. Surface of~
frontal tubercles strongly transversely wrinkled. Keel on flexor side of
anterior tibia one-half as long as tibia. Segments 2-6 of abdomen with rich
metallic-green lustre. Female resembling the male in most respects except
in venational details, Wings uncoloured or with a pale yellow tinge as far
as AXI at extreme base of all four. Valvula vulvae short, deeply and
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narrowly divided into two tiny triangular blades, which are hellowed out
ventralIy and curved a little ventrad. Sise rather, large :,er abd. + app. 48,
hw. 45-46, pt. 2.6-2.7 mm; ~ 48-49, 48-49, 2..3-2.(mm. ~arva without front:
horn (fig. ,55). Hab.: Malaya; Sumatra; Java; Borneo .. westwoodii SELYS.

5. Posterior hamuli of 'male short' and stout with the basal one-third
broad and triangular irr.lateral view, thence abruptly and strongly. curved,
with the tips a little broadened, truncated and outcurved.Genital lobe
small and rounded, itsventral-margin carrying a row of short and d~n.se
brush-like'<hairs which" are directed forward. Sup. anal apps with the
extero-lateral tooth at about the middle of each extremely small or.obso-
lete. Inferior appendage only .little longer than the superiors, Anal angle

.of posterior wing of male, though well-rounded, more projecting than in
the next species and margin of the' wing 'between the membranula and thEt'
angle deeply concave. Keel on flexor side of anterior tibia about one-half
as long as tibia. Genital structures of female unknown. S~e moe'erate :
er abd. + app. 43-45, hw," 42'-43, pt, 1.75,-2.0 mm., ~ 44,4q, - mm. Larva
unknown. Hab.: Borneo . a euterpe LAIDL.

o e

5'. Posterior hamuli almost straight in lateral view, the distalxtwo-
thirds slender and tapering', the tips carrying a distinct hammec-ltke
process,· the point of which is directed obliquely dorsad and cephalad",
Genital lobe somewhat longer than in euierpe, its ventral margin carrying
a limited number of strong erect black marginal bristles. Sup. anal apps
with very distinct, acute., extero-lateral tooth at about the middle and
with the distal half of each distinctly otitcurved., Inferior appendage
markedlylonger than the superiors. Anal angle of posterior wing more
broadly rounded and less protuberant a:qd margin ot the wing between the
membranula and the angle onlS slightly concave. \jKeei on flexor side of
anteridr tibia less than one-half as long as t~bia.Female very similar toe
the malej valvula vulvae completely divided' into 'two small ~quilateu'QlI,. v
triangular, rounded lobes about one-sixth as long as the 8th tergite, th,.e
distance separating them V-shaped and only little wider than the lamellae (!

at base. Size moderate: er abd. + app. 44-46, hw. 39-42,. pt, 2.5-2.7 mfn;
~ 43-45, 43.5-A5.5, 2.7-2.9 mm. Larva without frontal horn (fig. 52-53).
Hab. : Malaya; Sumatra ; Bangka : Billiton; J.ava; Borneo .. cydippe LAIDL.0

6. Sup. anal apps of male with stout extero-lateral toothon each at
about its middle. Yellow spots on dorsum and sides of abdominal segments
2, on sides of 3 about the transverse carina, on dorsum iq)f 7 ~t its base,
and on sides of 8 (negrito also 9) about the middle. Segrn, 10 without mid-
basal dorsal spine or protuberance, but with tiny longitudinal ridge. . 7.

6'. Sup. anal apps of male with an exbero-lateral tooth' near the apex
of each, or with no sub-apical projection Oatall. Genitalia not as described
in paragraph 7 . . 8.

7. ' "Sup. anal apps stout and slightly convergent beyond level of
exterior tooth, with blunt tips; form of tips. obscured by a terminal cluster

o

"
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of unusually. short 'Stout bhstles or fine spines; under ethe more convex
portion of their slightly upcurved tips a row of minute denticles".: Genitalia
npt described. "Head- black. with a yellow band across the rear of the
postclypeus Labrum black. Anteclypeus brown. Frons shining metal-
lio-greenish blue". Antehumeral 'pale stripe "short, running upwards from
the middle of the mesinfraepisternum halfway to :"the crest's, Abdomen
black;' apparently with no m~tallic lustre. Female with antehumeral yellow

,stri1le"a little longer and abdominal markings' a little more extens~ve than
in male; valvula vulvae not developed (sub'genital plate of allotype figured
in original description). "Length, 55 mm; abdomen, 41; hind wing, §8"
Larva unknown. Hab.: Luzon . " . negrito NDH. & GYGER.

o 7'. Sup. anal apps of male moreslender and straight in "distal half,
di'i-ected a little 'inwards and each' tapering to a very fine point, apical

: portion sparsely fringed with long hairs. Genitalia prominent; hamuli
large artd very. broad basally, plate-shaped, laterally compressed, their
distal one-fourtlvabruptly narrowed and in the form of slender hooks
whose pointed tips are slightly thickened and outcurved. Genital lobe broad
in distal half, thence narrowed and triangularly pointed. Front of head
dark bY<t)wn,postclypeus with two pale brownish pits. Frons entirely metal-
lie blue, pyramidal processes, widely distant, pointed, furrow deep, inner
surfaces not flattened nor framed. AntE~humeral yellow stripe very narrow,
pointed upward, not reaching half-way up the dorsum. Wing-bases with
vestigial ferruginous spots in c, seand cu. Anal area very broad, Membra-
nula pure white on basal one-fourth, remainder grey. Anal margin between
membranula and' angle slightly concave. Abdomen blackvsegm. °3-6 with
metallic green lu'stre.F~ma~e unknown. Larva unknown. Size' moderate:
ff abd. + app.45-46, hw.§6, pt, 2 mm. Hab. :<'Borneo .. mnemosyne LIEFT,
; 8. Genital hamule more or less constricted approximately half-way

its leng'th, th~ distal one:third" (or less) abruptly narrowed, slender, hook-
like, or sickle-shaped ." ", 9.

'.w. Genitalhamulenot constricted half-way its length, long and very
slender, the distal-two-thirds at least more or less vermiform in profile
view. . ' . 12.

9. Sup. anal apps of male:with distinct, though often smallvgxtero-
lateral tooth near apex. Posterior hamule usually noticeably constricted
about half-way its length. The constriction followed by a posterior convexi-
ty after' which the hamule. is suddenly narrowed, hook-like or sickle-.
shaped. Margin between membranula and the anal angle markedly concave.
Cross-vein in ;nal triangle of male posterior wing almost straight . 10.

9'. Sup. anal apps-of male s';!b-parallel, with no trace of an extero-
lateral tooth near apex, each nearly straight and tapering gradually from
base to apex, which is slightly recurved; tips interiorly fringed with long
black hairs. Inf. app. a little longer than superior pair. Posterior hamule
not+noticeably constricted half-way its length and with no distinct sub-,.

I
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apical posterior convexity before the end-hook, 'distal ene-fourthtapering
to a point. Face and frons dark reddish-brown with no yellow 'band on
postclypeus; upper part of frons and vertex metalljc-green. .Synthorax
with sharply defined yellow antehumeral band extending rather more than
half-way up the dorsum. Keel on flexor ~ide of anterior tibia less than
one-half as long as tibta. Margin between membranula and the anal angle
slightly concave, Cross-vein in anal triangle of male posterior \x.i;ing
markedly convex anteriorly. 'Neuration open. Segments 2-6 of=abdbmen, .

..
•

• o
•

•
o

o
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"Fig. 1-8. Frontal view of head of M. septima, J Djasinga, W. Java (1) ;
eorucia, J Sarawak, N. W. Borneo (2); spec. indet., S' Pepgalen$an, ·W.
Java (3); eraio, J Djasinga, W. Java (4); erato, 'j> Djasinga, W. Javk. (5);
gersta.ecker"i,J Pengalengan (type), W. Java (6) ; gerstaeckeri, 'j> -Ior Camp,
Malaya (7) ; and urania, J Than Moi, Tonkin (8).

black with slight metallic-green lustre r, 4-6 with no yellow markings; 2
with large oblique yellow lateral spot running down from the auricle to-
wards antero-ventral border of segment, and with a pair of small mid-
dorsal transverse spots; 3 with very small baso-lateral Uansverse streak
and a pair of minute mid-dorsal spots. Basal mark on 7 restricted to d~r-

•
•
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s~m, slightly, 'produ,;ed posteriorly, and occupying little more than one-fifth
of the s~gm~nt's length; 8 with elongate orange mark extendinghalf-way
hack. Segm. 10 with no dorsal process but with blunt longitudinal carina.
Size small: er abd. -f' app. 42, hw. 35, pt, 1.75-1.8 ~m. Female unknown.
Larva unkno~n.' Hab.: Sumatra. . _ ". . 'polyhymnia LIEFT.

10. Front of head reddish- to dark brown including' postclypeus: no
bright-yellow transverse stripe or band on the latter. Keel.on flexor side
of anterior tibia less than one-half as long as tibia. 11.

f) 10'. Front of head reddish- to dark.brown, strongly contrasting with
a transverse yellow band on postclypeus. Mandible-bases with a yellow
spot. Labrum blackish-brown, anteclypeus somewhat lighter; postclypeus
bright yellow, a diffuse brownish line or stripe along anterior border.
Frons and vertex metallic blue-black "(fig.'6). Thorax metallic blue-black.
yellow marks sharply, delimited; antehumeral yellow bands extending about,
half-w1:Y up t~e dorsum. Keel on flexor side of anterior tibia about one-
third as long a's tibia. Neuration open. Only 6 cells in anal loop of posterior
wing. Segments '2-6 of'abdomen black with dark metallic-green lustre; 4-6
unmarked, Segm. 2 with large, rather oblique and very irregular; yellow. -

later>J spot running down from the auricle towards antero-ventral border
. ",1

I'

.corycia Sar~wak
9

Fig. 9-10. Abdomen of M. corycia, 6 Sarawak, N. W. Borneo (9i' amd;'.
of spectJ indet., -<:jl Penc~alengan, W. Java (10). -

of s~gment;. with a pair of small .mid-dorsal transverse -dots, isoia:ted and
more or less pointed laterad (type and lectotypes) or communicating with'
the 'lateral spot by a fine anastomosis; and with small crescentic lateral spot
along posterior margin. Segm. 3 only with small baso-Iateral transverse
streak. Basal mark on dorsum 'of 7 short and, annular, not' or only very
little produced posteriorly and 'occupying about one-fifth of the segment's
length; 8 with small "oblique latero-ventral mark extending back 'about
one-third of segment's length; 9 either with minute latero-ventral basal
spot (including type) or entirely black (fig. 11). Basal two-thirds of segm.
10 hollowed out above-and finely longitudinally carinate, thereafter raised
so as to form a small and very blunt mid-dorsal prominency (fig. 28).
Posterior hamule withthe rounded sub-median posterior convexity obtuse-
angulate in side-view. Genital lobe 'very broad basally, tips abruptly
tapering to a blunt' point (fig. 25). Sup. anal apps slightly convergent
and curved tow~~ds each other as far as level of lateral tooth, then more
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abruptly bent inwards, the blunt tips not projecting .beyo~d. tire extero-
'lateral tooth wheii. viewed from aside. Apex of inf. app, strongly upcurved
(fig. 28). Female almost similarly coloured to male; segm. 2 of abdomen

",. ...
in addition with basal crescent-shaped mid-dorsal yellow streak, and 8-!)
unmarked (fig. 12.!13). Neuration open. Only 6-8 (rarely 'Up to 10) 'cells. ,
in anal loop of posterior wing . Valvula vulvae not developed, free margin
of Sth sternite very little produced and slightly swollen on each eitle of
the middle (upper division •.invisible). Size small and variable v (~ide
postea !).: cl abd. + app, 34-39, hw. 29-32.5, pt, 2.0 mm; ~ 32-37, '31.5!36, •
2.0, l'Tlm.Larva with frontal horn. Hab.: Malaya; Sumatra;·J ava; ? Philip-
pines . ' gerstaeckeri KRUG.ER.

11. Sup. anal apps of male a little convergent, each almost perfectly
straight from base to apex and' provided with a stout extero-lateral tooth

, situated well before the apex; tip from lateral tooth. to apex plainly visi- ,
ble, in profile view (fig. 26-27). Segments 3-5 of abdomen black, witS- paired •
yellow spots on mid-dorsum, 2-6 slightly shiny but. with no·metallic-green
lustre. Yellow transverse band roundabout segm. ''2'iot interrupted by black
laterally. Basal orange spot on segm. 7 conspicuous, broadly overlapping
sides and slightly produced posteriorly at the median carina; 8 with~ pair
of small transverse base-dorsal spots and a oonspicuous latero-ventral
mark along basal half Of segment (fig. 16). Segrn. 10 of abdomen strongly
longitudinally '~arinate, but without. blunt dorsal process (fig. 26-27).
Distal one-fourth of posterior ha;mule slender and sickle-shaped, 'the prece-
ding posterior widening '~f the, hamule evenly convex in side view (fig.
20..,21). Vertex .high, Labrum.and clypeus uniform brown. Mandible-bases
with no yellow spot (fig. 1). Yellow antehumeral bands usually extending

. '!. -0 " . Cl'

rather more than half-way up, the dorsum (er" or somewhat shorter and
narrower (~). Neuration 0open. Rarely more thaPi6 cells in anal loop of

. . Q
posterior wing. Female' almost similarly coloured. to male, but all yellow

, 00

spots oh abdomen enlarged; segm. 3 in addition with small transverse
. baso-r:iteral streak and 6 nearly always also with a pair. of transvefse

. • 0streaks on mid-dorsum; basal spot on 8 often confined to ventral surface
bf tergite (fig. 17). A~al area of posterior wing broader' and' more densely
reticulated; anal loopi made up of 9-14 cells; Valvula vulvae small, free
margin' of 8th sternite slightly produced' and divided into two swollen
ridges, each bearing a short leaf-like tubercle the tip of which is outbent
and pointed, pressed closely against te body-wall. Size moderate: d" abd.
+ app. 42-44, hw.· 34-37, pt, 2.1-2.6 mm; ~ 40<..43.5,36-39, "2.4.,2.6 mm~
Larva unknown. Hab.: 'Tonkin ; Java . septima MARTIN.

11'. Sup. anal apps. of male almost .parallel, each straight from base
to near apex, which is rather abruptly inflected ana provided with a small
extqro-lateral tooth situated at the 'bend of the appendage; distance from
lateral tooth to apex very short, the tips barely visible in profile view (fig.
29). 'Segments 3-5 of abdomen black with low met~ilic-green lustre,

o
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,,';gerstacr.'eri -no Lo type

12
gerstackeri allotype W.Java

\3
gerst~ckerl 0 Malaya. Jar Camp

\4

()

o
(,

F'ig. 11-19. Abdomen of 111. gerstaeckeri, (J Pengalengan (type), W. Java (11);
acretoeokeri, <j! Pengalengan (allotype), W. Java (12); gerstaeckeri?, <jl J or Camp,
Malaya (13) ; erato, J Djasinga, W. Java (14) ; erato, <j! Djasinga,W. Java (15) ; septima"
JDjasinga, W. Java (16); septima, <j! Djasinga, W. Java (17); urania,c) Than Moi,
Tonkin (18); and urania, <jl Than Moi, ~onkin (19).

I
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unmarked save fora pair of transverse yellow streaks, one e'achside, at
base of 3. Yellow marl{s onsegm. 2 broadly' interrupted laterally, "so as to
form a pair of small transverse mid-dorsal spots, antl, a somewhat largei
lateral spot extending obliquely downwards' from the -auricle towards. ... . ."

antero-ventral border of segment. Basal orange spot on segm. 7 very small
and rounded posteriorly, .restricted to the dorsum, occupying less-than the
basal quarter of segment; 8 only with a small latero-ventral orange ~:ark
along proximal third of segment (fig.' 9). Segm. 10 of abdomen fi~ly
longitudinally carinate, slightly ··elevated,· carrying' a very blu~t dorsal
pro~~ss (fig. 29). Dist~f one-fourth of posterior h~mule more abruptly
narrowed, slender and sickle-shaped, the preceding posterior widening ~of
the hamule almost rectangulate (fjg. 24). Vertex low. Labrum black,
chestnut-coloured on middle; clypeus dark brown, postclypeus with th~

• small pits below the frons ,coloured' a little paler. M~ndible-bases with a ••
yellowish spct (fig. 2) . Yellow antehumeral bands extending aboat half-
way up the dorsum. Neur;tion open. Anal loop o~·p.0steri()ir wing made up
of 6-7 cells. Size smaller: 0" abd. + app. 38, hw. 33.5-34, pt. 2 mm. Female
unkown. Hab.: Borneo . . . . .' . . . . . . . corycia ~.AIDL.

12. Segments 3-6 of abdomen black with low metallic-green fustre,
3-5 with small paired yellow spots on mi.d!dorsu~. Yellow transverse band
roundabout segm, 2 complete, very broad laterally, occupying the basal
half of segmerit, narrowed above the' aUl'i~les and on dorsal surface. No
vertical yellow streak on ~ach, side at base of segrn. 3. Basal orange mark
on dorsum of 7 conspicuous, broadly overlapping sides, occupying about
one-fourth of the segment's length, slightly produced posteriorly at the
carina ; 8 with distinct oblique laterowentral-mask, its lateral off-shoot
extending back about hal~waY·the segment's l~ng.th; 9 often with minute
laterd-ventral basal spot (fig. 1-1). Segm. 10 strongly longitudinally=

. - ..
carinate but without blunt dorsal process (Jig. 31). Vertex of moderate
height, Labrum dark brownish-black or black.voften more or less chestnut-
coloured or yellowish basally on middle. Anteclypeus dark brown, anterior-

, . .
border of postclypeus often obscured. Mandible-bases with clear yellow
spot. Frons entirely vmetallic blue-black (fig. 4-5) . Yellow antehumeral
bands extending rather more than half-was up the dorsum. Keel.onflexon

.side, of ;nterior tibia slightly less than one-half. as long as tibia, Neuration
open. Only 6 cells in anal loop of posterior wing. Margin between mem-
branula and the anal angle markedly concave. Cross-vein in anal triangle•
of male posterior wing almost straight. Shape. of posterior hamule and
genital lobe of male as shown in fig. 23. Sup. aIf.13.1apps slightly convergent, .
shaped similarly to septima; tip from latdral tooth.to apex plainly visible
in prefile view, and usually abruptly and. finely pointed (fig. 31). Female
almost similarly coloured to male, except that the transverse yellow band .
of abd.-segm. 2 is nearly always interrupted mid-laterallw-the dorsal spots
on 3-5 being somewhat enlarged. Baso-dorsal orange spot of segm.s 7

o

•
e
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•
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.. s ep t.Lma
W.'Java

corycia
Sarawak

'~ ,

u.ranin
Tonkin

~'-'

Fig. 20-25. Male genitalia of 2nd abd.-segment of M. septim«, Hoa ~
Binh, Tonkin,,,~20); septi1na, Djasinga, W. Java (21); urania, Than MoL
Tonkin (22); erato, Djasinga, W. Jiava (23); corycia, Sar awak .. N. W.
Borneo (24) ; and gerstaeckeTi, Pengalengan (type), W. Java (25).
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Fig. 26-31. Male anal. appendages, dorsal v~ew and right-lateral side, of M. septima,

Hoa Binh, Tonkin (26); septitma, Mt. Tjimerang, W. Java (27); gerstaeckeri, Penga-
lengan (typ.e), W. Java (28); corycia, Sarawak, N. W. Borneo (29); urania, Than Moi,
Tonltin (30) ; and erato, Djasinga, W. Java (31). ..
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semicircular, rounded posteriorly ; basal spots on 8 reduced and usually
confined. to ventral surface of tengite (fig. 15). Anal" loop of posterior
:;ring made up of 7-~,4 cells, Valyula vulvae as described for septima, but
the lobes of the 0upper division closely approximated, rounded and not
outbent apically, Size moderate"! c1 abd. + app. 42-43.8, hw. 35.2:~37.3,pt.
2" mm; ~ 39'-40.4, 37.4-3-8.4, 2 mm. Larva with , frontal horn. Hab.:
Jav~a·.~ " erato sp. n,

:i2'.• Teneral holotype : Segm. 2 ofabdomen with yellow ring covering
o its anterior half, though narrow dorsally and not touching base.of segment;

3 with, a pair of minute yellow spots on mid-dorsum; 4-6 'unmarked;
7 with transverse dorsal band taking up anterior one-fifth of segment.
Sup. anal apps with small extero-lateral tooth at about two-thirds of
t"}l'eir length. Posterior hamule apparently shaped! similarly to erato.
Neuration open. Antenodals 14.15 on anterior, 11 on posterior wi~gs;
postnodals 5 ~ll anterior, 7.8. on posterior wings. Anal margin between
membranula and anal angle straight. Size smaller: c1 abd. + app. 3'5 + 3
(circa), bfw.·31.5, pt, 1~.75mm. Female unknown. Larva unknown. Hab.:
Kolantan" (Malay States) . . callisto LAIDL.

'.\ KEY TOTHEKNOWNLARVAEOF MALAYSIANMacromia
"e' • .'j

1.. Head with frontal border almost straight, evenly convex or
slightly concave . '" . 2.

1'. Head with distinct blunt tubercle or horn on forward edge of
frons, Dorsal hooks of abdomen in cross-section abruptly raised, not in
line with the sloping sides of the abdominal terga. Posterior leg longer
than whole length of body,•.which is considerably flattened. Dorsal hook
on 10th abdominal segmentabsent, Lateral spines present on segm. 8 and 9. .)

"of abdomen. . ~ . ll. • • • • • • • • • • • • • :'.,. 3.
".•2. Body very high, strongly roof-shaped, with the sloping sides of

the abdominal terga straightand in line with the dorsal hooks. Legs short
'. • I.and slender, posterior pair shorter than body, and hind femur shorter

than width of abdomen. Anterior border of frons straight, very shallowly
notch~d on middle. Tarsal claws of posterior leg short and strongly curved,
only about half as long as third tarsal segment. Antennae 2 mm long.
"Labial mask of moderate size ;·..lateral lobe with only 4 setae, only 3 wide
and deep indentations, and 4 very large projections. No dorsal spine on
10th abdominal segment. Lateral spines present on segrn. 7, 8 and 9 of
abdomen. Body-length not exceeding 23 mm.. cydippe

2'. Body not so high, rather strongly arched though not roof-shaped,
and with the dorsal hooks in .cross-section abruptly raised, not in line
with the sloping sideS"of abdominal terga. Legs very long and spidery,
posterior pair longer than body, and hind femur longer than width of
abdomen. Anterior border of frons convexly rounded. Tarsal claws of~ . .
pqsterior leg- short and gently curved, less than half as long as third.
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tarsal segment. Antennae long, 3.5 mm. Labial'mask of huge> size; lateral
lobes with 5 setae, '6 narrow indentations, and 7-8 projections. Dorsal
ridge of 10th abdomi.nal segment with short.but distinct apical projection.
Lateral spines present only on segm. 8 and 9 of abdomen. Body-length
23-24 mm. . westwoodii

3. Body not exceeding 20 mm in length. Antennae shorter tban 2 mm.
Tarsal claws of posterior leg very long and slender, nearly as long as 'third
tarsal segment. Distal marg-si of lateral lobe of labium with cat lb§t 5.
indentations and 6 pr·oj ections '. . . .. . 4.'

, (3'. Body-length 221mm or more. Antennae at least 3 mm long. Tarsal
claws of posterior leg comparatively short, about three-fifth as long as
third tarsad segment. Distal margin, of lateral lobe of labium with 6-7
indentations and 7-8 projections .' . ( . rn. furnata

4. Distal margin of lateral lobe of labium usually with only 4-5
indentations and 5-6 projections. Body-length 18 mm or n;\0re. (l' erato

4'. Distal margin of lateral lobe of labium usually, with 5-6 inden-
tations ana 6-7 projections. Body-length 18 mm 01; less. gerstaeckeri'

r;I c.

UNIDENTIFIEDLARVAE iJ

Only those larvae which could definitely be associated with the-adults
were ~udied and described in detail. A few unidentified Macromia nymphs

, from various -sources
(all belonging to the
gerstaecke,,;i group) are
merely recorded here,
only one of these being

~figured (fig. 37).
M a 1a y 'P en ins u-

r 1a. - 1 ult (small speci
, men) , Perak, Stmam
Lasah, 1. iii. 1933, ,M.

.W. F. 'fWEEDIE. Pessi
bly the larva of catli8to
(in bad condition).

, Sum a t r [t. - 1 ult,
W. Sumatra, Djambi
Expedition, near Bang-
ko, 10,.vii.1~25, O. POST-
HUMUS, "roadside in
open rubber planta- .
tion." - 2 ult, S. Suma-
tra, Benkulen, 300 rn,

.Air Musi, x.1941, Du-
ngus .Linggih, w.e.
VERBOOM:- 1 exuvia,

•

•

.' s. Yum

•• S: Yum, Malaya

s p; ? Dj.mp1
E.Sumatra

'0

y

Fig. 32-35, Larval structures, Interior view of
labium of M. ?1wo1'ei fumata, penultimate instar, from
River Yam (Perak) Malaya, (32-33); the same of
unidentified larva from Bangko (Djambi) , E. Sumatra
(34-35) ,
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id., Benkulen, Lake Ranau, 500 m, 20. vii. 1937, L. COOMANSDERUITER.
-'1 penult, Lampongs, Wai Lima, 300 m, xi. 1921, n. H.KARNY.
~l Djambi, Bangkp, 10. vii, 1!J'25 (fig. 34, 35" 37) : - 'Size larger than
qeretaeckeri. Total length 19.0 mm. Median lobe of labium with 5 long and
20 smaller setae an either side. Iiateral lobes each with 5 setae; 5 marginal
indentations and 6 projections, the first projectiorrdivided. Dorsal hooks
an til~g'in.4-7 of abdomen mare strongly developed than in gerstaeckeri.

rl i' ro..,

DESCRIPTIONSANDRECORDSOF ADULTS-ANDLARVAE. ~ 0

M,;:tcromia septima MARTIN(fig. 1, 16, 17, 20,021, 26, 27). c

191il4. MARTIN,Mission Pavie, Zool. 3 : 211 (pars l}. - '? Java only.
] 929. LIEFTINCK,Tijdschr. Ent. 72 : 67 (key), 100.:'103,fig. 19-20 (d' genit., 'apps) . --'-
'.... d' (allotype), '? W; Java. co.,, "

1934. LIEFTINcK,Treubia, 14 : 43,1, notes .. - Java.
o ,

1935. LIEFTINcK,lococit. 15 : 193, bionomics. - Java.

(t

M~terial f;tudied. - Ton kin (10' ad.) ~Tonkin, Hoa Binh, A. DE
COOMAN,incoll.' F. C. ~'RASER.- W. J a v a (10 d" ,,12 5;2): Res. Bogor,

'J

'Djamparig Tengah, 4-600 m, Mt Tjimerang and Mt Malang, 500-700 m,
x-xi.,-\P34, iii an~ .ix. 1935, ix. ,1~36, iv. 1937 a?d i. 1940, n.ative collectors
(5 d",~ 5;2 ad.) ; Tjibeber.j Mt Beser, ca 800 m, IV. 1936, native 0011 . .(1 d") ;
3'd", 10 5;2 (ad.) , Res. Bantam (Banten) , Djasinga, Tjibarangbang River,
150 m, 1,6, 8 and 29. xii. 1935, M. A. LIEFTINCK; 1 d" (ad.), same district,
Tjibeureum River, 150 m, 16.x.1935, M. A. LIEFTINCK.Two adult 5;2 from
Djasinga, r: xii. 1935, have beeil compared with the adult gynetype in the
Paris Museum, 14.vi.1938, labelled: "Java, Fr. (UHSTORFER)", (yellow label
in SELYS'Shand), "M. septima ex call. Selys" (MARTIN).

(0 " 0 .,

c TABLEOF M'~ASUREMENTSOF SOME,J'AVANMacromia LARVAE
i.)=================I~~~~====~~======T=======~==~===

(0 "" , I cydippe I westwoodii I m.fumata I "e:ato

o e Body-length I 22.0-22.7 I 23.5-24.0 '/ 24.3 , ':28.0
o () BOdY-height:~'-')'-----1 6.0-6.4 r 5.4 ,--6.0-' -'--3-~6-

Length head 1 4.4 1-'-5~0--I-.-5~O , . 3.0

Q====W=id=t..:.-h-"=h=ea=d===========;j-L,~'~5.-8 ~r6.i'i()-I--6.3/--4~
Length labium I 7.8 , 9.0-9.7'/ 7.7 / 7.0'

Length antenna / 2.0 1- 3.5 / 3'.5 ,

Posterior leg 1 18.8 1 26.0-26.5 / 27.5 /

1.7

22.0' y,

Posteriorvtarsus 1 3.5 1 3.7 I 5.0 I--------------~.------~~-------7--------~--------
Posterior tarsal cla",:, le 0.6-0.7 I 0.6-0.7 I 1.3 ,

5.5

1.3

Length abdomen 1 c' 15.01 14.3-14.5' 15:2 , JuO.7

Width abdomen 1 9.4-9.6 '9-:o~g:-3-1 9.8--,'---7-,,2

') 'The abdomen"'\n all species is considerably lower than the measured highest
point of the body, which is situated more anterad.
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This species apparently has a wide distribution find will doubtlessly

be found also in Sllmatra and other islands of the Malaysian subregion.
The only authentic specimen reported fWill. outsidesJ ava is a male fro$c-
Tonkin, which DR FRASERkindly sent me for inspection and comparison
with other examples (fig.' 20). Except fur its superior size, it does not
differ in any way from J avan specimens. (0

,- (0

I have not been able to include in this paper a description 0 of. the
larva of septima, as Ihave neither reared it nor seen nymphs whfch t c\juld

, ' e

safely assign to this species. A-prolonged search at all suitable streams
in Iow country yielded only the larvae of erato and gerstaeckeri. As sepiima
was the only species of the group regularly brought home by native collec-
tors from the hill-country of the Djampangs (West-Java) , at altitudes .

'"' . ,~
varying from 400' to 800 metres above sea-level, its frequent occurrence at ,

• higher elevations suggests that the principal breeding places of this species'
are streams with a swift~r current. It is therefore likely that at tlfu Tjiba-
rangbang septima, though occurring somewhatlessgsparingly here than the
allied species of the group, is not associated with these in thJ'nymphal
stage and develops in other, ecologically different, portions of the srream.

I .have' still kept an old cast skin of presumably this' specie/ found
in the bed of a rocky forest-stream nea"r Bantarpeundeuj (15 km N." of
Pameungpeuk, S. W. Java, 400 m alt.). As it lacks the whole mentum

It
the identity of this exuvia must remain doubtful.

~.,

Macromia corycia LAIDLAW(fig. 2, 9,24,29).
?1909. MARTIN, Cat. CoIL Selys, 17, ,C!>rdul: r- ~O (descr., partim?). - Borneo

(Gerstaeokeris . " ·0'

• v
1922! LAIDLAW,J. Str. Br. Roy. As. Soc. 85 : 220 (key), 225, fig. 5 (d' genit.) , -(.

d'Sarawak.
1929. LIEFTINCK,Tijdschr. Ent. 72 : 66 (key), 99 (not seen).

•• • . _ B
1936. KIMMINS,J. Fed. Mal. States Mus. 18 : 67. -'-- d' add. descr., Sarawak. 9

Material studied. - N. W. B 0 r n eo: 1 d' ad., Sarawak, M], Dulit,
R.Koyan, 2500 it; primary' forest, 18.xi.1932, Oxford Univ. Expedit., B. M.
HOBBY.&A. W. MOORE,B. M. 1933-254, ex'Brtt. Museum 19'37.•

The present example is one of a series of four males," all from the
same locality, which have been commented upon by KIMMINS (lac. cit.). All
specimens agree in having a narrow vertical yellow spot on either side
at the base of segment 3 of the abdomen whilst segrn. 8 is marked laterally
with an oblique yellow spot towards its base (fig. 9) .

I>

LAIDLAWcompared corycia with uromia and callisto instead of ger-•etaeckeri, which was unknown to him at the time of describing corycia.
, . '

These last two species are in fact very closely related. .
'The larva is unknown.
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• Madom~al)callisto LAIDLAW.
1902. LAlbLAW, Pr6c. Zool. Soc. Londsn : '76-77.- 6 and (?) § Kelantan (ye1·staeckeri).
1~22. LAID LAW, J. Str. IV. Roy. rf\l;;. Soc. 85 : 221 (key), 225 - 226, fig. 6 (6 genit.). ---0

Same specimens,". .,
19:9. LIEFTINCK, 'I'ijdschr, Ent, 72 : f'.7(key), 104 (not seen):

Unf~rtunately this interesting little species has. been described from
a single very teneral d with badly shrivelled head. Of this part of the
body 110 good description could be given, and-according to the first publish-

o ed notes on this example only the yellow colour Of the "nasus", is 'obvious.
M "a '1 e. - The absence of a prominence on the dorsum of the:!.eth

segment has explicitly been mentioned by LAIDLAW,and this character
separates it from aeretaeckeri from which it seems to differ- also in the
anal margin of the posterior wing-.between the grey membranula and the
anal angle, which in ,the d' of callisto is straight, whereas in gerstaeckeri
it is distinctly incurved (concave). The best character, however, that should
be used as a means of distinction between gerstaeckeri and callisto, is
found 'in ,the shape of ,the genital hamule,' which in callisto is long and
slender, evenly narrowed towards the apex and almost straight (very
similaj; to that of erato), whereas in gerstaeckeri the distal third of the

,hamule is abruptly narrowed and hook-shaped.
Fern ale. - From the description of the allotype of callisto it is

impossible, to separate it from the ~ of aeretaeckeri. There is no proof
that LAIDLAW'spair from Kelantan belong to thesame species. The two
females from the Malay Peninsula examined by me (one from Camp Jor,
the other from Kuala Kangsar, in Perak) fit LAIDLAW'Sdescription closely,
but at the same time ar-e absolutely indistinguishable from genuine speci-
mens of ae-stoeckeri from"Su~atra and Java, and for that reason are
identified with aerstaecloeri (fig.: 7, 40). '

More material of M,"callisto is urgently needed to enable its descriptiono.
to be completed and to settle its status generally. The holotype is in the
Mus. Camp. Anat., Cambridge. . •

"
"Macrornia erato, sp. TI: (fig. 4, 5, 14, 15, 23, 31, 38, 45-47).

<. '
Material studied. - W. J a va (4 d, 7 S;2), : 1 ci"(juv., ex larva), 7 ~

(ad.) , 'Res. Bantam (Banten) ,Djasinga, Tjibarangbang River, 150 m,
18.vii.l937 (d larva ult, transformed 29.vii.1937), I' and 6.xii.l935, (4 ~),
10.iv. and l.xi.l936 (2~), 10,& 18.vii. 1937 (3 larvae), and 4.xii.1938 (1 d),
M. A. LIEFIl'INCK;1 d (ad.) , Res. Bogor, Djampang Wetan, Tjiajunan,
6-700 m, iv.1940, native collector; 2 3' (ad.), Bogor, Botanic Garden, 250 m,

. •• 0 ~

12 and 17.ii.19<45,native collector. Ho lot y p e d: Bogor, Botanic Garden,
250 'm, 17.ii.1.945; allotype ~ : Djasinga, Tjibarangbang River, 4.xii.19'38.

Probably nearest to callisto LAIDLAW.
M a I e (a[i., holotype). - Labium brown, th-e median lobe lemon-

yellow with a diffuse brownish median spot along its border. Mandibles
,-

c
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chestnut coloured, bases conspicuously lemon-yellow. kabruhl. dark brown
with a very diffuse, "transverse, yellowish mark at its base. Anteclypeus
blackish-brown, the postclypeus bright g;ee.pl.sh~yel~ow, only the anteriqr ,
margin finely bordered with brown. Frons entirely" metallic blue-black;
pyramidal processes rugosely punctate, transversely wrinkled anteriorly,
their inner surfaces; not flattened nor framed. Vertex purplish-black.
Occiput and rear of- the head shining black (fig. 4). e- ,. _

Synthorax brilliant metallic-green, with a pair of sharply defined,
o •• ~straight and rather broad yellow antehumeral bands; these are abruptly

rouaded off above, extending slightly more than half-way up the dorsum,
and continued downwards on themesinfraepisternum almost as far- as

. ~ .

the ventral-border of the latter. Ante-alar triangles bright chrome-yellow.
Thoracic sides with a sharply defined broad yellow band across tfle

• spiracle ; this band only slightly narrowed upwards, widest (1.2 mm) at'
level of the spiracle, Venter, including the under surfaces 2f the l?,.osterior '
pair of coxae, pale creamy-yellow, as is also a narrow stripe bordering
the latero-ventral margin of' the metepimeron r this :margioal' stripe,
encroaches on upon the underside and meets the cream-coloured' Y-shaped

•• to. .

band separating the metepimera from the poststernum, so as to (.}ave a
pair of. sharply delimited, narrowly ovate, purple-black metepimeral spots,
pointed to the rear, and a slightly larger iriangular spot on the poststernum .

Legs long and slender, black; coxae dark reddish-brown exteriorly,
cream-coloured underneath ; anterior pair of trochanters yellow on the
inside. Posterior femur" 8.0 mm long. Tibial keels whitish, occupying
distal four-ninth of anterior pair, absent on intermediate pair, and full
length of posterior pair but not extending quite to base of tibia. c-

.••• 0,;; ~.

Wings colourless, anal area faintly 'suffused with pale yellow. Costa. , ,

with>a fine interior yellow line extending from Base almost up to nodus
Pterostigma small, about four times as long as it is deep, dark reo$ish-
brown Dincolour. Membranula unicolorous dark grey, hot extending as far
as th~Oend of the anal triangle. Distal side of 'anal triangle e4.3) very f€.-eblJi,
curved from base as far as the anal angle, which ia rounded; .margin
of posterior" wing between' membranula and the angle concave.' about,
equal in length to the distal (smallest) cell cOfthe anal triangle. Npdal index
6.14.14. °7• ht 3.4. C 6.5 ., .
9. 9. 9.11 ' 2.2' UX 4:3' Only one large basal cell between anal triangle
and anal loop. Anal loop made up of 6 cells without central cell.

Abdomen slender ; segm, 2 (and base of 3) and 8-9 considerably inflated
, in dorso-ventral, less so in lateral dimension, apical segments 'widest at
base of segment 10. Colour dull black, segm, 3-4 with very slight metallic-
gree~ lustre. Segments 2-6 and 7-9 marked with yeflow as shown in fig. 14
(paratype) and as follows (type) : 2 with complete, broad, slightly oblique
basal yellow ring, occupying the entire basal half of the sides (including
the auricles), but slightly irregular and narrowed above that level, so

, ~

•

,.,
I
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;s to cover the middle ohe-third of the dorsum, and slightly indentedby
black anteriofly on.middle.iSegm. 3-6 each with small, rounded mid-dorsal

o
orange-yellow spots placed just in front of the transverse carina, pro-
gressi'{,eiy smaller' from before backward's, deeply indented by black
anteriorly in the median 'line con 3 and 4, completely divided into fwo
qn 5 and 6, those on 6 extremely small. Segrn, 7 with a transverse dorso-
lateral basal mark of orange-yellow, rounded off oon both ends laterally
and. BO£ d2xtending down as far as the latero-ventral margin, "ceasing
posteriorly at the transverse carina and hence occupying a little less than

00 "

• one-third of the segment. There are, in" addition, two small longitudinal
basal gyellow streaks, one on each side, placed n on the ventral P0.rtion 0

ot the seventh tergite, Segm. 8 with a pair of irregular., more or less
oblique, orangish side-spots, placed before the middle of the segment
~Iong margin and encroaching ,on 0~.lponothe antero-ventral portions of
the tergite. Remaining segments, genitalia and anal appendages black."
No dorsal tubercle or boss an segm. 10, but instead of this a sharp mid-

.dorsal longitudinal rid'gealong full length of segment,
Genitalia and appendages shaped as shown in fig. 23 and 31.

'~PaI~;types. - In one adult d' (Tjiajunan) the yellow band on postcly-
peur is narrower, its lower one-third being obscured. The lateral thoracic
yellow stripe is 1.0 mm Broad and of even width throughout. The transverse
'yellow band on abd.-segm. 2 is) constricted somewhat above the auricles,
and the orange spots on the dorsum of 6 are wanting. In a .second paratype

, 0

(Bogor) the yellow twin-spots ~bn the dorsum of segm. 3 and 4 are still
more reduced (absent on 5 and 6), whilst in the teneral .male from
Djasinga, these dorsal spots are rather intermediate in size, though absent

oonly on segm, 6. •
N oda~ indices: 7.15»lcl~5; 0 7-=-~~.9.4-=-();_5.\~14.5" ht SA; 3.3 3.3 C 5.6

• 11.10.11.8 9.10. 9.9 8.11.10.8 2.2 2~2; 2.2; UX 4A ;:·t, ~::.1\pal loop invariably made up of 6 cells. •.
';~',.;,

F e m ale. - Resembles the male very closely in almost every respect
except for the wing-venation and sexual characters, The differences in
th~ colour-design are slight and may be given as follows. The postclypeus
is invariably yellow save in one example, in which there are traces of a
diffuse narrow brownish stripe along anterior border. Labrum always

, with Ill-defined orangish mid=basal spot (fig.' 5). .
Wing-membrane more or less deeply suffused with brownish-yellow,

rather cloudy in aged individuals. All wings with very minute dark brown
or ferrugifious :iharks at extreme base in the spaces c, se and cu; these spots
not nearly extending half-way ozrt between base and AXl and very diffuse;
apex of anterior wing with a slight yellow tinge about the pterostigmal

. N·d 1 . di .: bl" 6.1415.5 . th 11 t h 11 3region, 0 a m Ices van a e, 8.11:10.8' m e a 0 ype; t uSlla ",y 2'
more rarely ,;v and occasionally .-i; Cu» 4-6. Anal loop more elongate

•• 3 4-<5
,.
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than in the male and usually consisting of 11-13 cells including onetor two
central cells;- in three females the loop is made up of 8~10e~ells, -and in
two extremes with a nodal index of 6

9
·1g,1_1.:.9and 6,16,~6:7, the loops of both

,15.15,6 io.n.ne 0, 0

wingscontain 7 (no centrals) and 14 (three -centrals) Cells, respectively;
Abdomen with the basal segments moderately inflated in lateral, more

distinctly so in dorso-ventral dimension; third segment evenly narrowed
towards apex. hence abdomen not constricted, at that point bu~"slJg4tly
spindle-shaped, with the apical segments also somewhat expanded (widest
at base of '8). Yellow marks-sharply defined, as shown in 'fig. 115';the
band roundabout segm. 2 narrower above than in the male and broken
up into three pieces by a broad posterior intrusion of the coppery-brown
ground-colour, the tqmsverse yellow mid-dorsal mark thus pinched oif
not indented by black, but widest oV middle. In all specimens segments
3, 4 and 5 carry a pair of small, subtriarigular or crescent-shaped orange-
yellow spots, just anterior to the transverse carinae : these spots are
restricted to the dorsum, growing smaller backwards and 'of minute size,
on 5, whilst segm. 6 is ~nmarked. A fine' yellow; stripes widest on 3,
borders the ventral margin of tergites 2-6 01'2-7, and in two"~fen.ales
there is a tiny transverse yellow streak on either side along the ~asal
margin of 3. Base-dorsal mark on segm. 7 similar to the male though .1

L '

little smaller, straight cut off or very slightly projecting posteriorly, with
rounded side-edges; ventral mark of 7 as in male. The eighth segment
lacks the ventro-lateral yellow marks found in the male.

Genital structure scalariform, not surpassing end of segm. 8; margin
of eighth sternite a little swollen, its middle portion finely carinate and
slightly excised, abruptly changing into a pair 0" closely approximated,
subquadrangular, shining black lamellae; theselpbes are concave ventrally
and directed upwards so as to press tightly against the, body-wall.

Anal appendages ,black, equal in length to segm. 10, cylindrical, the
tips slightly outbent and acutely pointed. '~ 0

Measurements. - d' abd. + app. 42,0, hi>'. 36.0, pt. fw. ,2.0 mm (holo-
type) ; 42.2-43.8,35.2-37.3, 2.0 mm (paratypes) ; 39,5, 35,.0, 2,.0 mm (bred
from larva) ; ~ 40,4, 3-8.0,,2.0 mm (allotype) ; 39.0-40.0, 3.7A-38A,2.n mm
(parallotypes) .' " ,

As far as at present known, this rare, species is confined to a few
scattered localities in West Java. The two males from, the Botanic Garden
at Bogor were collected at random, possibly at. the small tributary of .the
Tjiliwung, which is a shady brook with few suitable ibreeding places.
I have never noticed the species here nor did I find the nymphs, but the
insect is very easily overlooked.

Description of full grown larva.
Surface smooth, apex of frontal horn, postorbital and occipital lobes

laterally, the occipital border as well as various parts of the 'dorsal

o
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surface of tt-e body, finely and closely granulate on account of numerous
microscopical wants, distributed in patches and spots, forming ayery
distinct pattern. Pro-, meso- and rnetapleurae and 811 of the coxae fringed'
.with ~P'ng 810fthair tufts; legs (especially the femora) and abdominal 0,

segments laterally, with short and more scanty pubescence. ' r.

Head of moderate size, almost twice broader than long, length and
breadth ratio about 6 : 10, height and breadth 'rtttio 3.6 :5,.0; greatest
diameter- of head almost at the posterior two-thirds of its length, sides
strongly bulging behind the eyes, thence convergent, the lateral occipital
angles again some- r

what , protuberant,
munded, 'and 'carry-
ing a small nipple-
'zhaped tubercle on
either side; occipital

.border gently con-
e cave when "viewed'
'from above. Dorsal

"l ~:,a

surtaceo.f head in
sids view flat behind
the eyes, sloping
down anterad at level
of posterior border of
eyes. .Diameter of the
facetted portion of
eyes markedly short-
er than the lanceolate "

,interior • prolonga-
, tions, very promi-
nent, knob-like, pro'-.
jeating considerably'

't •

beyond the -contour
of epicranium in pro-
file View and directed
obliquely forward

• and upward, Vertex'
small and flat; ocelli
indicated. ' Frons
more or tess :{3en:ta-
gonal, only little:
broader than long,'
its surface strongly concave;" anterior border produced triangularly
forward, forming a distinct knob-like tubercle whose apex is ( gently
upturned and rounded. Antennae in length equal to their distance apart;

•

•• •

•

L'

o

Fig. 36. Larva of M. rn.ooTei fumata (penult), River Yum
(Perak) , Malaya, and left side view of abdomen of same
showing dorsal hooks. 'Fig, 3'7. Full-grown larva of M.
spec. indet., Bangko (Djambi) ,: E. Sumatra, and left .side
view of abdomen. of same showing dorsal hooks. Fig. '3,8.
The same of M. erato (alive), Djasinga, W. Java. Fig. 39.
The same of M. ger'staeckeri, Stream 'Lasah (Perak) ,
Malaya... .
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first two segments thickened, the remainder slender, 1 almost twice as
long and thick as :2, the slender distalia approximatelyequal fT\, length to £.
(4 distinctly. shorter than the rest).

Labium of great size, projecting a little beyond tlJlteriorbGJ;,der of.
head; submentum extending back to level of anterior border Ofmetacoxae~

a
Median lobe very short with distal margins rather concave and meeting. . . (

under an obtuse angle" apex a little protuberant, short setae along f'i'ee
.margin "more closely set, shorter and more numerous lateralfy 0 than
towards the, middle, as shown in fig. 41, 43, and 46. Mental setae 7:10

• . eO

on each side, arranged more or less in 'a V, the 5 outermostconsiderafily
.' lonp\en and more closely crowded than the others, which decrease in ~ngth

towards the median line, Lateral setae 5; almost invariably L'additional
shorter seta at the base of each lateral lobe. Lateral lobes with 4-5 deep
V-shaped indentations and with' 5-6 oi-ounded proj ections; in addition tiY'. o. 0.

these the first and last projection, or only the last 001 left ?F right side,
divided. -" .

Lateral propleural process very strongly=protuberant, in the form"
(':. .

of a narrowly triangular tubercle, rounded above and at tlie apea;, which'
is directed cephalad and furnished with a tuft of long peneil-h~:irs;
mesopleurae also a little produced antero-laterally, forming a bluntly
rounded. angulation and provided with a similar 'tuft of marginal hairs.
Thorax depressed, of moderate size. Wililg-cases reaching as far as the"
middle of 6th abdominal segment.. ~ .

Legs very long and-Ispiderv, femora laterally compressed but very
slender.

Abdomen ovate, widest at or a little before the middle of its length,
posterior segments approximately equal "in shape to m. fumata, but the
apical ones and the anal pyramid not so st~on~ly pointed; ver,y flat, all

. ~ e
segments almost as much depressed as in m. fumata, height and breadth c

ratio about 1: 2.6. Lateral spines on segrn. 8 and 9 relatively small, pointed,
sub-equal-in length, di~ected caudad and veryslightly laterad, the extrefug
apices distinctly curved upwards and very little inwards; spine OR 918

. . 0

extending back slightly beyond the middle of segrn. 10.1) Dorsal hooks
present on segm. 3-9, the anterior ones distinctly laterally compressed
and erect, those on succeeding segments very short, progressively lower
and longer with dorsal margin rounded. Ij]enth segment and appendix 0

dorsalis feebly carinated, or with no indication of -a dorsal keel; anal
pyramid about 1% times as long as segm. 10; the appendages' approxi-
mately equal in length to one another. ~

Colour-pattern; - Sandy-yellow variegated with yellowish- to dark
brown, as shown in fig. 38 (living specimen). A pair" of squarish blackish-

• 0

') ~iv~g nymphs (fig. 3S) nearly always have the abdominal segments less extended
than alcoholic specimens, and in them the lateral spines of segrnv l) may reach even
a little beyond the apical margin of the tenth segment.

,.
I
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brown patches at the root of the posterior wings stand out clearly from
the rest. of the body. Interior ocular prolongations, pro- and mesonotal
ridges,. rings of femora and n apical portions of wing-buds,conspicuously
brown, ~3 also a double row of dark specks on .abdominal segments 6-9
op' each side of th~ dorsal spiaestbetter shown on fig. '37 of a related
but unidentified species). Lateral oval or slightly reniform (8-shaped)

o ~ '~
tw.iit-spots on segm. 4..:8 always distinct. Intersegmental membrane
between .segm. 4-"10with twice interrupted.brownish streaks. Ridges and

" apices of dorsal and lateral hooks obscured, ~
n r,'),.

" M~cromia gerstaeckeri KRUGER(fig. 6, 7, 11-13, 25,28, 39-44).
1899. KRUGER, Stett. Ent. Zeitg. 60: 335; 338. -' d'~ W. Java.

~i907. MARTIN,' Cat. ColI. Selys, 17, Cordul.: 70· (partim),
1929. LIE:FTINCK," Tijdsehr. Ent. 72: 68 (d"~ key), L06 - 107. - <j' S. Java.

71937. NEEDHAM & GYGER, Philipp. J. SeL 63: 53, pI. 3 fig. 56 (~ wings). - .~ Phi ...
bippines,,·,notes (identity very doubtful).

Material sr,udied."~ M a Iay Pen ins u Ia : I 5;2(ad.), Pahang-
°perak ft;~ntier, Jor Camp, 2000 ft, 1901, ALBERTGRUBAUER(ex FORSTER
collection), - S. Sum a t r a (2 cl', 6 Q): 2 0' (juv., ex larva), 6 5;2(4o .
ad., 2 juv., ex larva), Res. Lampong, foot of Mt Tanggamus, W2i Tebu,
300 m, 28.xii.1939 (:j and 5;2larva, transformed at Bogor, medio ii.1940) ;
19-3l.iii.1940 (0' and 5;2larva, transformed at Bogor, iv.1940); and
several larvae in alcohol, 19-.3l.iii.1940, all M. A. LIEFTINCK.- W. J a-
v a (6c", 8"5;2): 5 cr(juv., ex lq;tva), 1 5;2(ad.), 6 s;! (juv., ex larva), Res.
Bantam (Banten), Djasinga, Tjibarangbang River, 150 m, 6.~ii.1935 (~
ad., compared with allotype .Mus. Stettin); 18.vii.1937 (0' larva penult,
transformed at Bogon 24';"::25:x.1937); 3~,viii.193'7 (1 cl 2 ~ larvae ult,

. transformed at Bogor, 8-9.ix.1937, 9-10.ix.l'937, and 15-16dx.1937);
. ~

.,31.viii.1937. (1 5;2 larva penult, transformed at Bogor, 2.5-26.x.1937);
4.X'fi.1938 (0' larva ult, transformed at Bogor, 13.i.1939); 15.i.1939 (2 0'
1) s;2 larva ult, transformed at Bogor, 12-13.iii.1939, 16-17.iii.19~9, and .

. 9-J:0.iv.1939); 26,:xi.1939) (5;2larva ult, transformed at Bogor, 25..31.xii.
1939},; all M. A.'LIEFTINCK. 10', 1 5;2(ad.) , labelled: "Java occident. Pen ..
galengan, 4000', 1893, H. FRUHSTORFER",and "Mocromui qeretaeckeri

.KRUG.L~ KRUGER1927 deterrrr;": both in the Stettin Museum.

The correct spelling of the name of this species is gerstaeckeri.
KRUGER'stype H~the only fully matured male which has come under my
notice so fan This male was in good condition when it was returned to the
Stettin Museum, To J{RUGER'~excellent description only the following
additional noted are required:"

Anal loop of hind wing made up of 6 cells. Mandible-bases with a
yellow spot. Anteclypeus brown ; postclypeus yellow. Abd. + app. c' 39.5,
hw. '34.5 mm. ee

y. •

,.
I
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The allotype female is d~ubtless conspecific. Anal loop znade up of
6 or 8 cells. '" ~ 0

KRUGER's "zweite Weibchen" is different frogn all other species .
known from Java and is possibly new. This species is briefly "d.iscussed
under the next, spec. indet.: f" ~

e

I have been unable to find any differences in the wing venation'
by which gerstaeckeri could be held apart from erato and it e2th~bits
the same variation as that species as to the nodal index .and <the"anal

• '0

loop.
., No individual variation is exhibited in the colour-pattern 9)f the

thorax and abdomen between specimens of both sexes from Sumatra
and Java. In aged individuals of both male and female the yellow band
on the postclypeus averages narrower rhan in erato and, In most speci-
mens has acquired a darker yellow tint than in" the last mentioned
species. In one adult female from Sumatra the postclypeal banq, is ill-
limited and faded to a dark yellowish-brown: In the matured female
from Jar' Camp (Malay States) referred here with. slight doubt, the
postclypeal band is somewhat obscured, and this may be correlatedwith

. the absence of a clear yellow spot on' the mandibles in this specimen.
Measurements.- Malaya: Q abd. + app. "36.5, hw. 35.0, 'pt, fw,

2.0 mm. Sumatra: Q 35.5-:37.0, 34.0-36.0, 2.0 mm. Java: Q 37.0, 35.0,
2.0 mm. - In-lividuals reared from larvae in the ultimate instar are
often markedly smaller than adult ones. J a'va: if abd. + app, 37.0-38.0,
hw. 30.5-32.5 mm (living' examples); 34.0-37.5, 29.0-32.5 mm (dried
examples) 0; Q 32.0-36.5, 31.5-35.5 mm (dried). Sumatra: c<'. 37.5-39.0,
33.0-33.5 mm (dried); Q 35.5-36.0, 34.0~35.0 :m-m (idem). .

This speciesisa very close relative of 'M. 'corucia, from Borneo.
Also neafly allied with erato, but the average size of gerstaeckeri is
smaller and the yellow facial, thoracic and abdominal mavks besides
being more reduced, differ in shape. It is also similar to septima, and-. . !,
at localities where the three were associated, they occurred in about
equal numbers.

In the Lampong district this little species occurred" sparingly rn the
rocky bed of" the W~i Tebu, a fairly fast-flowing stream about three
times as wide as the Tjibarangbang (discussed earlier in thi; paper)'
and flowing through dense virgin jungle .. Other noteworthy' Anisoptera
frequenting this stream were species of Zygonyx, Acrogomphus, Onu-
'choqomphm«, Sieboldius, and Chloroaomphus. The nymphs of"t:hese were
all found in places with a swifter current, whereas the females of M.
gerstaeckeri were captured whilst ovipositing in shady places under the

. .'lenitiq bank on the opposite side of the stream, where the water was
shallow and flowed over a pebbly bottom. The larvae, sifted from sand. .

bars close to the water's edge, were kept alive and brought to the rest-
house where they were released in bowls with sand and water. Aftf.r

•

o
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two days the' nymphs were taken. out of the water and put in rsmall
containers with wet moss. After a five hours' drive by motor-car they
Were liberated in t~e washing .tubs of the cabin on board steamer, in'
which t~~y remained about 12 hours. The next morning they were again
transferred to moss-filled receptacles,' and 0 although especially thoSe
which ",ere approaching metamorphosis did not:" survive the lpng in-:
pri~~n1nent and the continuous change of milieu; several nymphs
remained in good condition during the neat three hours' drive 'back to

• Bogor. Here they were placed in our nearing jars, supplied with food.,
t

~
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llerstaC1<er1
Lasah I Malaya. .•
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Lasah, Malaya
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W.Java.
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47
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Fig. 40-44. Larval structures of M. gerstaeckeri, from Stream Lasah, Perak
(40-41), the same fl'bm Djasinga.i W. Java (42-43 ultimate d'larval instar, 44 exuvia ':j').
Fig. 45-47. The same of M. erato, Djasinga, W. Java (45-47, ultimate d' larval instar):

and allowed to transform in the course of the next months. In order to., ,
enable the emerging insect to crawl up the sides of the breeding cage,

. -it was essential that some sort of connection be established between a
rough stone prnjecting from the water in the petri-dish and the· wall
ot the cage.

-
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The full-grownIarva of aeretaeckeri is practically ind'iminguishable
from that of eraio. The dorsal marginsof the hooks on the middle abdo-
minal segments are perhaps a trifle more- prominently convex than iN.

. erato, but apparently the length of the hooks on segments 7, S 'and 9 is
subject to individual variation in both "species: Besides being a little
smaller, in size, the fiymph of gerstaeckeri differs from that -of erato

. '"in that the lateral lobes of the labium bear 5 to 6 marginal indentations
instead of only 4 to 5, the Illtier being the deepest in erato (cf. fi)t .. 40-f7L~ . - .

• (f Cc . ,.

o .~acromia spec. indet, (fig. 3, 10).
1899. KRiiGER, Stett. Ent, Zeitg. 60: 336, 337 - 338 (''j> pars). - ? W. Java (r;erstae-, . 0

ckerii .

Material studied. - W. J ~ v a ,: 1 ~ (ad.) ,labelled: " Java occident.
Pengalengan, 4000", 1893, H. FRUHSTORFER",and "Macromia gerstaeckeri

,. KRUG., L. KRUGER, 1927 determ.", in the Stettin lVfuseum.
KRUGER'Sdescription leaves no doubt about the distinctnessvof this~ (') {,

species, which cannot be matched with any, of ~the d~scribed species"
. ~l.

unless it might prove to be an exceptionally large specimen 'of erato,
This is unlikely, seeing that the abdominal yellow spots are large,4 and
the shape and markings of the frons are d'if:f;,erent. The discovery of
the male is necessary to decide upon itS' status. ()"

Macromia urania 'RIS (fig. 8, 18, 19, 22, 30').
o

1916. RIS, Supplem. Entom. 5: 66 (key), 68 - 70, textfig. 42 - 43 (0 genit., apps) ,
Taf .• 3 fig. 2 - 3 (o'¥ ;wings). - 0 ''j> Tonkin.

1929. LIEFTINCK,Tijdsehr. Ent. 72: 67 - 68 (key), 104- 106 (deser. ,,?, synonymy), fig.
22 (1' genit.). - ':j' Tonkin.

1931. NEEDHAM, Lingnan Sei. Journal, 10: 232. o-J? Hainan. o
Material studied. - aT 0 iFkin (2' 0', 4 ·cJ) : Tonkin, Than Moi, and.

W. 'Fonkin, H. FRUHSTORFER,ex colI. F. FORSTER, Nos 1894-96, 1887,~
1898, 1900, in the Michigan Museum and author's collectiorf (1 0', c1 ~
returI~~d to Ann Arbor). ~ Ha i n an (1 cf j~uv~,1 s;2 ad.), Ta Hian, 600 ¥!,
17.vi. 19'35& Fan Ta, 290 m, 4.vi.1935, J. L.GRESSITT, ill' eeu J. COWuEY.
- S. E: Chi n a (2 0', 1 juv.): : Fukien prov., uShaowu, 500" m,
19.ix.1943 and 15.vi,1944, Hsm Fu CHAO leg., in colI. H. F; CHA'Oand
author's collection. .,

Since in my previous account I had not been, able to examine and
comment upon the males of this northern "species I have thought it
advisable to offer some sketches and notes on specimens now available

. 0 ~ .

from Tonkin and East China. As urania clearly belongs to thegerstaeckeri
group, 'its inclusion here would seem to be justified. •

. It does not occur in the Malaysian subregion ~ndfor that reason has
been excluded from our key to the regional species (see, however,LIEFTINCK
192!;l).

M a le (Than Moi). - Differs from the original sdescription only
in the following points.

'..

i:

',.4. .
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In one ~d' th~ labrum is blackish-brown with two minute yellow
spots on- middle at base. The yellow band on th~ postclypeus alrriost,
mterrupted on middle by a t.iny triangular off-shoot of the brownish-black
stripe b!itdering (the anterior margin. In the second example the head
is. coloured as shown in 'fig. 8. 'Length of posterior femur 9;0 mm. 'I'ibial
keels occupying exactly' the distal one-half of aaterior pair and full
length' of posterior 'pair butnot extending quite to base or apex of tibia.

Distal side 01 anal triangle (A3) evenly.and but slightly curved from~ " . ".

" base as far as the anal angle, which is rounded; margin ef posteriorr. ~ '. .
wing between membranula and the angle only" very slightly coneave,
abbut equal in length to the second (smallest) cell of the anal, triangle.

:ti,odal index 86}~.161~8; ht 4
2
.3

2
; Cux 45:;. Only one large basal Gcellbetween

.\.1 .10 . ".'±
anal triangle and anal loop. Anal loop made up of 6 cells without central~ , ,

cell.
AD'domin~1 markings as in fig. 18. ..
M ale (Sh<1owu).:. Identical with the Tonkinese specimens discussed

above, b~t both differing in that the antehumeral yellow bands' are a
,littlellonger, their distance from the upper border of the mesonotum
being" 1.7-2.0 mm. Head-markings and abdomen as in fig. 8 ~nd 18.
N~dal indic 7.15.17.7 nd Jl'.:.~.16. 7. ht 4.44,:,4. C . -~ -~ A' I

, es In.l1.11.9 a 10.10.11.10' 2.3' 3.2' ux 4.4' 4.4' na
loop with 6-8 cells. .• •

The latero-ventral yellowespots on the 8th abdominal segment, are
entirely absent in two ~ from Tonkin, which do not differ from typical
examples of urania in any other way .

• Measurements. - d' alJ<j..-.I- aop. 46.5, hw. 36.4, pt. 2.3 mm (Tonkin) ;
•49.5-51.5, ~9.0-40.8, 2.2-2.4· mm (China); ~ 471.0-48.0,40.0-42;0 mm.

• • ••

. '

-

~ As fa~ as the colour-pattern iof the abdomen and the male sexual
o~ans are concerned this 'species is doubtless most closely allied with

,-septima. Characteristic features of both are the relatively greatTength
and the very slender form of the intermediate segments of the abdomen,
the atutely point~d frontal tubercles and the high vertex, as well as the
.relatively robust and laterally directed sub-apical tooth at-the anal ap-
pendages of the male•. It can be distinguished from septima by the yel-
low postclypeus, the-slightly different anal appendages, and by details
of coloration. M."urania is aiso nearly related with erato and qerstoeckeri,
especially with the former.

Note. .s. From the same locality in Fukien (S.E. China) I have
examined one male iV- Mr Hssu Fu CHAO'S collection, which is almost
a replica oCurania but differs "from that species in the colour of the
head and in details of the genital organs. This species will be described

, . .
elsewhere. 'I'here is no doubt that a considerable number of species on
the Asiatic mainland still await careful study and description, and se-

,.
4
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veral larvae in our collection from China and neighboufing "countries
cannot yet be identified specifically. 0 ' ••• •

u•

Macromia cydippe LAIDLAW(fig.48~5S)". 0 ' 00 "e

o
1»29. LU1FTINCK, Tijdschr. Ent, 72: 62 - 63 (d' ~ey), 73,76 (descr., full references),

fig. 4 - 6 (d' apps & genit~). - d' Bangka ; d' Borneo.
1935. UEFTINCK, 'I'reubirf 15: 192 -193 (add. descr.). - d'W. Java. 0 IJ>

1935. LIEFTINCK, Mise. Zool. Sumatrana, 92 ~93: 18. - Sumatra (doubtful) ~

Material studied. - M a'l a y Pen ins u I a: 1 la:va (ult)'; 1 "l~ya
o (penult) ; t Q larva (3-uIt), 3 lanae (5-ult), Perak, Lasah, stream neat 0

Sungai Plus, i.m.isas,' M.W.F. TWEEDIE,ex Raffles Museum. -~S. S'u- '
m a t r a: 1 larva (ult) , 1 .Iarva (penult) ,- Res. Benkulen, Air Milsi,
Dungus Bihdjei, 100 m, x.1941, W. G. VERBOOM;1 larva (penult) , 2
larvae (juv.), Res. Palembang, Lahat, forest-brook, 1-7.iv.1948, w.fi

e VERBOOM.- Bill i ton 1.: 1 0 (ad.), C. Billiton, waterfall near Gunung 0

Tadjem, 27.x.1936, F. J. KUIPER; 1 Q (ad.), C. Billiton, Begantung, 50 m,
17..ix.1936, F. J. KUlPER.~ Ban g k a 1.: 1 0 (ad.) , Lubuk Besar, 20 rri,
15-30.ix.1949, A. J. KOSTERMANS.- B 0 r n eo : \ 0 (ad.), ~ Borneo~'
Kutai, Sangkulirang, Kariorang, v.1937, M. E. W.ALSIL- W. J eSt V a
(many specimens, both sexes, and numerous larvae, in spirit or otrans-
formed at Bogor) : Res. Bantam (Banten) , Djasinga," 'I'jibarangbsrsg 0

River, 15,0 m, 26.v.1935 till 1.i.1941 (allD seasons), M. A. LIEFTINCK. .
Allot y"p e Q : W. Java, Djasinga, Tjibarangbang River, 15,0 m,

Lxii.. 1935, M. A. L1EF'llf.NCK.
As the female of this rare species had not yet been made known,

it may now be described as follows: ••
Fern ale (ad., Djasingu) . - ~a'biU'm0 ~Dink,ish-buff. Labrum 'and

mandibles clay-colour Ol!> cinnamon, the tips uf the former reddish-,
bro~n~ Clypeus tawny-olive, "as is also the frons anteriorly. Frons-

," 0
short, its ant er i 0 r surface distinctly fl1;LttellJed,forming two more or
less txiangular, coarsely and rugosely striate areas, which are separated-by
a deep sulcus and well marked off from the rest of the" frons ;cotburc
ochraceous-tawny with very slight metallic-blue lus.tre" on to~ only.
Vertex trapezoidal, its two dorsal projections very blunt, blackish-brown
with dark blue refleCtions: Occipital triangle and rear of the head glossy
brownish-black, with a small yellow lateral spot along the, eye-margin,
followed by a light brown ventral area. Legs black, the coxae 'and bases
of anterior femora brown. 0 c .. y,

Wings clear, except the bases which are slightly and diffusely tinged,
with pale yellow; costal half of the apices of anterior ;ing between
nodus and apex often also palely saff'roriated. Neuratiorras in the male.. e .0 .

Antenodals 16-17 in fore, 10-12 in hinder wing; postnodals 6-7 in fore,

8-Hf in hinder wing. Cux . 4~6; ht ~:~. Anal loop made ~p of 11-14 cells.
Membranula dark grey, lighter towards base. c '

'.•

,.
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•
. Thorax.~ith tile mesepisterna tawny on russet jn. colour, the dorsal

one-third to one-fifth (or even less) acquiring a bl-illiant metallic-green
lUstre. Ante-alar triangles; bright yellow. Sides also. brilliant metallic-
green, elCtept the.yeilow stripe crossing the spiracle and a similar stripe
along posterior border of metdpimeron confluent with the pinkish-buff
underpasts ; poststernum somewhat aarker with slight metallic. reflec-
tion; .•..

• Abdtlmen with the basal segments moderately, the terminal segments .
• only slightly -expanded laterally; terminal segments rs.theF. lrigh ,and ••.. .,

compressed with strongly developed acute midtdorsal carinae, rl\ther
similar in shape to westuiocsiii. Colour of basal segments dark reddish-
brown; 1 without metallic shine. 2-& with brilliant metallic-green lustre,
t1ie ground-colour on 2 and basal part 'of 3 Shining through, these segments

• with traces of tiny reddish transverse streaks just in front of the trans- •-" verse ~rinae;. otherwise" unmarked, except a fine yellow line bordering
the tergites ventrally .• Segm. 7-10 and appendages black; 7 with well-
~efined, ~ight brange-yellow, dorso-lateral mark occupying about the
basal, one-third of. segment, but produced on mid-dorsum so as. to form
a triaogular or sagittate apical protuberance often extending. half-way
tv.~segment's length.· • •

Valvula vulvae short, divided into two nearly equilateral triangular
blades which are bluntly pointed; the area separating .them approxi-
mately equal to or a little larger in size than each of the lobes.~ .

Measurements: abd. + app, 43.5-45,.5, hw. 43-46, pt. 2,8-3.0 mm ....

•

• •

• A single slightly iiUmll1;ure rrillle was captured for the first time in .
•Java on M'ay 26, 19>3·5 it the 'I'jibarangbafig (l~c. cit., H)'3,S,). I:q.spite of
eapparently favourable conditions during {our subsequent visits it wlfs not
notseed untfl Novemberzdth fond afterwards, when I came across jt again
a~ the same locality. The males were scarce, at most two or thre~.being

.ob~rved at anyone time. Although fairly easily recognised from the three
other ~pecies of Macromia by-their larger size, they were very inconspi-
cuous owing to their dark colours and slender forms, patrolling shady and
deep-lyi~g stretches of the stream .. They frequently covered beats of at
least fifty metres, skimming very swiftly over the water's surface, flying
from shade into sunlight and back into shade again. The males were only
noticed f'rojn about 8 a.m. till shortly after noon. On no occasion did I
observe this species in the copulatory act, but ovipositing females were

• frequently s~en over the ripples, mostly under the wooded banks in
shady places and sometimes a~ late as 3 p.m.

. As appears from our records· (p, 664-665), the species was observed or
captured during all seasons of the year, from May' 1935 till January
1941. It was orrty noticed 19 times out of a total of 42 daytime visits
paid to this stream, the total catch numbering only 12 males and 4

•

•

•

•
•
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females. One male. and 'one female, which I mi;took f~r art' othet species
as they flew at an ';ltittide far out of reach of the net, were=brought
down with dust-shot from a .410 Gecado l'inel" -0 • t

•

•

•

Description of full grown larva. •
Surface smooth, ~asal segment of antenna" pqstorbital lo~es, pro-

thorax laterally, and coxae, shortly pubescent. Exterior surface- of. all
femora, and the abdominal segments 7-10 (incl. anal app~' laterally with a
row of short spiaulose setae. Dor.sal surface of head posterior to the eyes, •

.n pronstum a'hd meso-metanota, granulate on account of fine wartlike, tuber-
cles distributed in patches or stripes forming a definite colour-pattern. 0

. Headcernparatively sm~ll, less -than twice as broad as long, length
and breadth ratio about 7 : 12: height eand breadth ratio 5 : 6; greatest

, diameter of head distinctly posterior to the middle.vthe postorbital lobes
more protuberant and the side-margins both be'fore and Jl-fter ta-e eyes
more strongly convergent than in westwoodii; Q~cipitalolobes rounded-
carrying on either' side just above the side-edges a 10'W blu~t conicaJo'
tubercle of small size; posterior border long, slightly sinuous ,yrhen
viewed dcrsally. Head, including the eyes, otherwise shaped similasly to

o
westw8odii. Frons almost rectangular, about twice wider than long, its; .)
surface a little convex and covered witn microscopical 'warts on middle;
anterior border almost straight, very shallowly notched as seen from
above, rectangulate and bluntly rounded in profile view, without scale-like
setae along margiri. Ant~~nae short, only little longer than their distance
apart; firt;t two segments thick and cylindrical, the first twice a).ithick
as the second, the remaining segments ·slend~E; 1 only little longer than
2, 3 equalin length to 2 0r 5,"4 a little short-er than these, and 6 and 7

- 0'sligh~y longer again than 5. ('
Laqium considerably smaller than in w~estwo~odii,a littlJ' projecting

beyond, anterior border of head but the lateral lobes not visible in dorsal
view. Submentum extending back as far as the middle of'abd-segms Li;
Median lobe very short. and little projecting on middle, distal margin
straight, f'ree, margin with few widely spaced strong setae, 3~4 ot these
close together at apex. Mental setae closely crowded, 5 on each .side, and.
usually'2 much shorter ones on either side situated more anterad and
mesiad. Lateral setae 4; usually 1-2 (occasionally more) additional short
setae at the base of each lateral lobe. Lateral lobes with only ~ exception-
ally deep indentations, and with 4 blunt projections. In additio~ to these, Y

the first projection (on one or both sides) is nearly always shallowly
excavated, whilst the last (apical) projection is dseply notched so as to
form.an additional, more or less finger-shaped process just before the
movable hook (curled upwards in fig. 50).

Lateral propleural process as described for uieetnootxiii, its anterior
border swollen, covered with numerous warts' and with a tuft of soft

o

•
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hairs along margin. Thorax less robust than in 1fest,/;voodii. Wing-cases
r~achirtg back to slightly beyond oposterior border of 5th abdominal

"0 segment. ." (> o 0
C"l

Iregs short an~ slender; femora not dilated but somewhat compressed
laterally. .' c , 0

• r- Abdomen rather large, intermediate segments almost iparatlel-sided,
~r.e~test width very slightly behind the middle; last three segments rather
af)ruptly'decF-2asing in width; very high "and triquetral in cross-section

0·'
(height and breadth ratio about 1 : 1.6)·, the dorsal hoOks a'rnost i;J. line

o

<;

'0

e- C
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0
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0 o {l
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,!:>,,'\ .

49
Q..

50 \

51.
Fig, 48-51. Larval structures of M. cydippe. \,nterior view of· ~eft lateral
lobe of labium, Stream Lasah, Perak (48); labium (49), right lateral lobe
of same (50), and left side' view of abdomen (51), of ~ Djasinga, W. Java

(49-51) .

with the sloping tergites. Lateral spines on segm. 7-9 short but acutely
pointed, sifbequal in size and length, that on 7 a little more projecting
laterad than the others, that on 9 extending about half-way the length
of segm, 10. Dorsal tJ,ooks present on segm. 2-9, those on 2to 4 erect,
2 and 3 variable in shape and length (often very small, fig. 51), those on
succeeding segments progressively less sharply bent backward, with the. .
dorsal margins.rlonger and straighter, the distal hooks. declivous and
closely approximated. Mid-dorsal keel on segm. 10 and on appendix

,
(
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• •• •dorsalis distinct; anal pyramid less than 11;2 times as lon!t as segm. 10,
appendix dorsalis equai in length to iJ1e cerci, the cercoids a little ~horter.

Colour-pattern. - Ground-colour in life-a delica'~ vinaceous-tawny,:
m~ttIed with mikado-brown; some parts of the head, apices of ali femora,
tibiae entirely, and the last ftve or six segments of abdomen, much darker·
than the-rest of the body, walnut-cor Vandyke brown. These colours ~er~
striking in live examples (fig. 53), but much faded in alcoholicTarvae
(fig. 52). Light pattern consistlng of paler areas on the hons, tn me~:-

•• metapleurae; bas~ of hinder wings, and abdominal segments; a pair of"
large-squarish marks on°dorsum of segrn. 6 and· a pair o.f smaller twin-
spots on 9 stand out more clearly than the rest. No definite smooth areas
on any part M the body except on the sides of the frontal plate and on
parts of the abdominal segments, • • •

•

•

• • .~'

•

Macromia westwoodii SELYS (fig. 55, 59~61)~. •
1929. LIEFTINCK, Tijdschr. El'It. 72 : 62 (cl' '? key), 69-7e (descr.,Ofull reiQil'ences1,

fig. 1 (0' apps), 2 (0' genit.), 3 ('? genit.). - O'~ c. & W. Java (1destwoodi)."
1931. LAIDLAW,J. Fed. :Mal. States Mus. 16: 218 - if Pera]; (westwoorJi). •
1934. LIEFTiNCK, Treubia, 14: 434-435 (notes, bionomics). - .d":j> W., C. & E~ava

(~estwoodi) •
1935. LIEFTINCK, loco cit. 15: 191-192 (add. d:scr. & notes). - '? S. W: Sumatraj- •

if'? W. Borneo (westwoodi).
1942. FRASER, Psoc, R. Ent. Soc. Lond. (B) 11: 102. - 0' Penang (westwoodi).

Since last reporting:6n this species, the following additiondl.material
has come to hand:~ . .

S. W. Sum at r a: 1 0' (ad.), Res. Lampongs, foot of Mt 'I'angga-
mus, Giesting, 450 m, small w.~est stream n~ar-Wai Tebu, 19Jii.1940,
M. A .• LI~FTINCK.- W. J~ v a: 2 larvae ,ult) , .Res. Bogor, 'foot of Mt.
Salak, 750 m, waterfall Andong, 5.v.1940, F. GRO~NEVELDT.q,J a v a: 1-
larva (ult) , Res. Banjumas, foot of Mt Slamat (S-slope), Baturradsn,
ea 80~ m, 8.vii.1929,F. C. DRESCHER. ••

Little or nothing is yet known of the habits of the nymph of illis·
species (see page 670).o· Description of full grown larva.

Surface smooth,basal antennal joints:vrothorax laterally, and coxae,"
finely pubescent: body otherwise granulate on account of fine, .~omewhat
darker warts, which are distributed in patches or stripes forming a defi-• •nite colour-pattern. ••

Head very large, less than twice as broad as long, length' and breadth •
ratio about 8 : 13, height and breadth :Jatio 5.5. 7; greatest diameter
of head distinctly posterior to the middle, sides roughly convex, but the
occipital lobes convergent, broadly rounded, without nipple-shaped or
conical tubercle, occipital border very slightly concave when viewed dor-
sally. Dorsal surface of head in side view evenly convex behind the eyes,

. Y' .
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• •
slightly ~lo~ing down anterad at level of posterior border of eyes. Eyes
-large ~ diameter of. facetted portion only slightly shorter than the trian-

.0 gular interior proJongati~qs~ raised, globular, not very protuberant, lying
well w?thin 'theoutline of epicranium and vertex in profile view. Vertex °• ' . 0
s\mall, slightly raised ; ocellis indicated. Frons trapezoidal, only slightly

o
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Fig. 52. Fullsgrown larva of M. cydippe, Stream Lasah (Perak),
••Malaya (spirit specimen). Fig. 53. The same from Djasinga,"

W. Java (alive). Fig. 54. The same of M. moorei [umaia, Air
S~langi~ (Benkulen) o, Sumatra (alive).· Fig. 55. The same of
. M. westuioodii, Mt Slamat, C. Java (spirit specimen) ..

wider than long, its J!urface aOlittle convex; anterior border. distinctly
convex in dorsal view, forming ea projecting and acute-angulate, almost
sharp ridge furnished with a dense row of short scale-like sPines.
Antennae in length nearly. two times their distance apart; first .two
segments thickened, the first twice as thick as the second, the remaining
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"segments slender' .and tapering; 1 + 2 .subequal" in length to,? .q... 4, 3
distinctly longer fharr 2" or4; 5, 6: and 7 sub equal in length to 4.';\

Labium of huge.size; a little projecting' cb,~yond anterior border' of
• head and anterior' edges of lateral lobes just visible in dorsa-i view.e ' . . - n

Submentum extendingbaek tb~anterior border of nretacoxae. Median
lobe broadly triangular with di::}tal margins.straight, apex obtus~-,
angulate, free margin with 10- 12 strong setae between which are (placed

. about 11;2 times. as many shorts setae. Mental setae 9 -11 on'each si-de,
• •• the 536 or" 5- i '6hter;.nostclosely crowded, the remainde~ shorter and.

more 'widely separated and. usually 10- 12 very 11linute spike-like setae •
irregularly placed, about the r, middle obliquely in front 'of the llother~\.
Lateral setae 5 ; usually I additional, strong seta at the base of each
lateral lobe (not shown in fig; 60). Latai al lobes with 6 -.7 deep inden- C'

-tations, and with 7 - 8 projections; in addition to these the first and
last projection, or one of these on left or right sad~0 divided, ()

Lateral propleural process strongly protuberant, triangular in outline,
its upper surface flat, beneath convex, apex directed 'cephalad, blunt.
furnished with a tuft of soft haid. Thorax of moderate size', Wirrg-cases
reaching back as far as the end of 6th abdominal segment or a Whle
beyondthat level. .

Legs very long and slender, femora not dilated but somewhat com-
pressed laterall-y.

Abdomen comparatively small, moderately roof-shaped but with the
dorsal hooks laterally compressed; greatest width at or very slightly
behind themiddle. Lateral spines on segm. ,,8 and 9 strong, pointed,that
on 8 aboutone-thirdshorter than that OIl 9, wl1)cl;t extends as far as apex
of segm. 10. Dorsal hooks Ilres"ent on "segrn, 2 - 10, laterally q,ompressed,
those on 2::4 either very slender, erect, straight ~~mfinger-lik~ in profile'

• view (that .on 4 being rather more thumb-shaped- and slightl;y curved),
(" ", , ,"-or considerably shorter and unapparent on 2. Hooks on 5-10 shaped as

shown in fig. 61, or longer and more sharply bent backward~, with(yH?
dorsal margins' more prominently convex. 1) Mid-dorsal keel' and end-hook
of segm. 10 distinct ; anal pyramid almost twice as long as segm. 19,
appendix dorsalis distinctlykeeled, a trifleIonger than the cercoids and
a little shorter than the cerci, (Mid-dorsal keels on segm. 10 and a;pp. dol'S.
insufficiently shown in fig. 55.)

Colour-pattern. - Mottled with light and darker brown' caused by
microscopical scales on a yellowish-brown background, more conspicuously
in fresh examples than in the alcoholic larva of fig. 55. Wart-like tuber- (
c1es on dorsal surface of head behind the eyes arcanged in longitudinal

()~- .

•

•

•

') Our examples from Mt Salak differ from the one of MtSlamat (fig. 61),
In that all dorsal hooks are better developed and longer, those, on 2~4 being very
slender as described above, whilst those on the succeeding segm~nts are also more
conspicuous owing to the abdomen beingless distended. ()
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rows <surrO'tmding two °more or less reniform smooth areas on either side

«of th~ ~edian line (not shown in fig. 55). Segnf. 4.;. io each with a pair
of smooth areas Qn outer, pl},lf.of the distance from middle line to lateral ~
margin, the outermost row reniform and both rows surrounding patches 0

of brown, stripy warts which are better defined than in the figure. Femora
o with three brown transverse bands; the apical one longest and darkest.- ' . , ~

,"" Matromia moorei fumata KRUGER(fig. 32, 33, 36;, 54, 56-58).
'1928. LAIDLAW,Proc. Zool. Soc. London: 13~-134,.-,:J Paharrg (mg~ei' ma,layana).,
1929. LIEFTINCK, Tijdschr': Ent. 72: 63-64 (,:J '¥ key) ,80-84 (descr., f'llllreferences),"

::ig. 10 (,:J apps & genit.). - ,:J',? Java; ,:J Ceiebes. . '
1931. LAIDLAW,J. Fed. Mal. States Mus, 16: 218. - ,:J Pahang (Malaya).
1934. LIEFTINCK, Treubia, 14: 433-434 "(notes, bionomics) - ,:J '? W'. Java.

,< •••

Material studied. - M a Ia y Pe n'I n s u l a: 16 larvae (4 penult,
4 3-tdt, remainder younger stages), Perak, Sungai Yum, 4th P1us River,
15.iii.1933, (M:.W.F~ TWEEDIE.- S. W. Sum a tr a: numerous larvae
(diff;r~nt st~ges), Res. Benkulen, S. E. slope of MtDempo, Gunung

.' Agung Estate, 12iOO::;1300 m, ix.1941 (1 Q larva, transformed at Tjisarua
Est" W. Java, 1000 m, alt., 21.xii.1941), W. C. VERBOOM;several larvae, .••
same region, S. E. slope of Mt Dempo, 1000 - 1200 m, Air Luwung Njawa,
ix.1941, W. C. VERBOOM(1 cf larva penult, transformed at Tjisarua Est.,
W. Java, 1000 malt., 7.i.1942). 1 cf larva (ult),S. W. slope of Mt Dempo,
Air Selangis, 1300 m, ix.1940, W. C. VERBOOM(transformed at Tjisarua
Est., W. Java, 1000 malt., i.1941) ; 1 larva (ult) ,Mt Dempo, Pagar Alam,
15(}0m, x.1941, W. C. VERBgOM.

This is decidedlyva mountain species which does not occur below a
level of '~ppr .oximateljs 600 "metres above tile sea. Its highest recorded.1', ,

. altitude in Java is about 1500 m, at Selabintanah (S. slope of Mt Pang-c : 0

rango,W. Java), whence L have received a few males taken in June and
July, 1935 and 1936. During September-October; 1936, and in-March,'. 19~7, it was not uncommon near Situ Lembang, in the saddle between
.;MtTangkuban Prahu and Mt Burangrang, at about 1100 metres alt,

Our reared individuals from Mt Dempo, in central South Sumatra,
differ ,41 no way from J avar, examples.

Description of full grown larva.
Surface smooth, basal antennal joints, the frontal horn, postorbitalo . ,

and occipital lobes laterally, the coxae posteriorly, and the lateral margins
of all abdominal segments, with short scale-like hairs; body otherwise
finely and closely gra-nulate on' account of numerous microscopical warts,
distributed 'in patches or stripes forming an indistinct colour-pattern.

Head of moderate size, less than twice as broad as long, length and
breadth ratio a<hout 8.5 : 13, height and breadth ratio 5.2 : 6.4; greatest
~Fanieter of head immediately behind the eyes; postorbital and occipital

l(
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lobes strongly convex, sides less convergent posteriorly, lacking any
tubercles; .occipital border long, evenly and slightly concave when 'lieweCb
dorsally. Dorsal surface of head in sfde view evenly convex behi~d' the c

o e 0 0 (-
o eyes, sloping down anteriorly at level of posterior border of eyeo Eyes

o ~ 0

o ;f~'-~"..) \I. moot-et fumata 0t;·····: \It Dempo,1250 m 0 o

n\ 56 ' C

58 0
. .

o
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Fig .. 56-58. Larval structures (d' exuvia) of M. moorei fu~ata,
Air Selangis (Benkulen) , Sumatra. Interror view of left lateral lobe
of labium (56), of labium (57),' and left. side-view o'f abdomen ,(58).

o Fig. 59-61. The same of larva of M. weSiwoodii, Mt Slamat, C. .J ava .

c

•
.large; diameter of facetted portion distinctly shorter than, the triangular
interior prolongations, raised, globular, more protuberant than in wesg-
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nooodii or ~y~ippe, projecting a little beyond the 'outline of epicranium in
pr~file :view. Vertex small, with .slightly convex upper bottler; ocelli

\ indicated. Frons h.~xagonaJ,.aoout one-third wider than long, its surface
stronf;l.y"concave, produced anteriorly in a slightly upcurved blunt 3Jld •
rounded horn-like process, fl1i"nished with .short scale-like spines. Anten-

. . .
nae.abQut one-third longer than their distance apaet ; fi.rst two segments
thjckened, subequal in length, the first about 1112 times as .thick as the
s~cond, the r~aining segments slender ~nd tapering; -S' less than twice •

•as long as 2, 4 about as long as 2 and very little °longel' tha~ 5,6 and 7, "
which ~reabo~t equar'in length to each other. • '.'
• Labium of moderate size, projecting a. little beyond anterior border

of head; submentum extending back to level of posterior border of
"mesocoxae. Median lobe broa~ry triangular with distal margins very

••• s!ightJy concave, apex blunt, free margin fringed with numerous short·
setae as shown in f~g. 56. Mental setae 9~10 on each side, the 5-6 outer-

o' ,n"lost raore closely crowded than the remainder" which decrease in length
• ~owards· th~ middle; usually 6-12 minute spike-like setae, irregularly

arr~ged, about ~e middle obliquely in front of the others. Lateral setae
5; u~ually 1 (rarely 2) additional strong setae at the base of etch lateral•• '}~be. Lateral lobes with 6-7 deep jndentations and with 7-8 projections; in

~addition to these the first and last projection, or one of these on left
of right side, divided. •

Lateral propleural proce~s protuberant, rectangulate, its upper sur-
face 'concave, beneath convexJ apex furnished with a tuft of ~oft hairs;
prenotum with the side-margins swollep. and carrying. a distinct blunt
tubercle directed upward. fl'horax of greah-size. Wing-cases reaching back

, as far as ~e end of 6theabdominal segment. • • •
• Legs ~xceptionall¥ long and spidery, femora more distinctly com-
prtssed laterally than in c,!!dippe. -"
-. Abdomen ovate, greatest width across segm. 6, apical half rioticeably

'm~'e drawn out than in either westwoodii or cydippe, apex definitely
winted; very flat, segments more. depressed than in westwoodii and
almost half as high across: segm. 6 than in ~ydippe (height- and breadth

• ratio about 1 :2.7). Lateral °spines on segrn. 8 and 9 relatively. small,
pointed, that on 8 about one-third shorter than that on 9 which. extends
almost h;lf-way the length of segrn. 10. Dorsal hooks present on segm.

. .
2-10, strongly laterally compressed, those on 2-4 erect, more or less

• finger-like in profile view, those on succeeding segments progressively
longer and less sharwy bent backward with the dorsal margins longer
and straighter, that on 10 blunt and reduced to a small roundish tubercle

. unapparent in profile view. Appendix dorsalis with no distinct keel; anal
.' ,

pyramid about t.wice as long as segrn. 10, appendix dorsalis subequal in
lepgth to the cerci, the cercoids a little shorter •

,
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Colour-pattern. ----:-Ground-colour in life very dark gr~ish-brown
to brownish-black. Legs light brown ; all femora with three, tlfe tibiae
with two, sharply defined blackish-brown, I\i!:1.gs; taift'i obscured. Body!"
without .clearly defined pattern but with a conspicuous light'g;<,ey or
yellowish patch on the metapleurae above; 'some pale colouring iu f'rr-nt

, '

of the vertex, and two more or less distinct pale spots on the pronotum
(fig. 54). 1)1"0definite smooth areas on any part of the.body exceptLwo
narrow areas on (~hefrons, two pairs of somewhat reniform barspatches
placer! in th~ main axis< of the head on the epicranium, and on the lateral

. .~,' . ~ 0 . ,

parts of the abdominal segments. ' a

"DESCRIPTIONOF ANEW SPECIESDF Macromia FROM CELEBES.

Macromia irina, sp.n.
Material studied. ~ C e I e be s: 1 cf (semiads) , S. Celebes, f6>ot of

. . 0 .
Lompobatang, Borong Rapao, 800 m, viii.1949,oA. DIlI.KONOFF.

. .' 0 0
Mt

,0

1\1 al e(holotype). - Head shaped similarly to 'maorei fumat'aKRUG.,
but dorsal surface of frons not divided into flattened and framed pq.rts r
pyramidal-processes elevated, rounded above, their antihor surface [;~e-
what f:attened and finely transversely wrinkled. Vertex small, evenly
rounded above, its lateral angles produced laterally into small projecting
cones, at the apex of which the lateral ocelli are situated. Head unicolo-
no us cinnamon-rufous, including .the frons, which is slightly oshiny but
devoid of steely reflectitins. Tips of mandibles chestnut-coloured. Pile
shortvblack. Occiput glossy black. Rear 'ot the head brown; a pair of
yellowish-brown, spots on either" side behind tneeyes. Antennae brown,

Pro- and synthorax uniferm M'ikadq,-brow~; dorsal s,urface and
anterior haif of mesepimera with metallic-green -lustre most distinct on,
upper part of mesepisterna, the .brown ground-colour shining through
about the humeral suture; sides almost lustreless. Dorsum of thorax with
dark grey hairs, pubescence on the sides silvery-grey. Ante-ala~ triangles.
dirty yellowish. .'

Legs very slender but decidedly shorter than in m. [umaia, hind
femur 9.0 Trim long, feachibg back as far ,as base of posterior hamuli;
colour uniform orange-cinnamon, including. tarsi and spines. Keel one
flexor side of anterior tibia light brown, barely one-fourth 'a"1 long as
tibia and not reaching its apex; keel absent on middle tibia. and extending
along distal four-fifths of posterior tibia, tnough its projectingvpoint
does not reach just as far as the apex of the former.

Wings broader and -apicesdecidedly m.ore rounded than in m. fumata.
Membrane hyaline, but all wings at extreme base with minute irusty-
brown spotJn c-sc, One short pentagonal undivided basal cell between
anal triangle and loop, the succeeding pair of cells about-equal in size t('
tile first. Arculus situated betweenAz, and Axs in all wings. Nodal indt;..I

•
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. -
10.17.17. g' s-; 4.3 o o 6.6. . ~ '. .' ' '
, "11~U.; hV-2 2; Cux 5-5' Triangle of anterior and poscerror wing nearlyIt,J.. . . . . a

equal in size : proximal side in ,hind wing very little shorter than costal
and distal .sides. Discoidal field 'of anterior wing -commencing with two'
rows up') to about three cells basal to mode. oThree basal cross-veinsfn
discoidal field of posterior wing 'ru~ning directly" from M4 to CUl. Veins

, M~ and 1I[{less strongly waved, and CUI l}nd CU2 more gradually "Curved'
towards the anal' border, than in m: fumata. '

Anal angle or" hind wing distinctly projecting, but not acute; anal
margin between ~ambra~ula and the angle itself markedl:! concave.
Cross-gem in anal (riangle straight. Membranula relatively short and
narrow, not extending beyond the cross-vein in anal triangle, greyish-
white in colour .. (In m. fumata and several other species the membranula
extends halfway between the' cross-vein and, the apex of the triangle.)
Anal lqop nor~al, made up of 8 cells without central cell. Pterostigma
small, cinnamon-coloured.'c ~.

Abdomen s'hort but of the usual shape, brownish-black in colour
marked rather diffusely with rich orange-cinnamon, as follows: 1-2 dark
browr ;~n dorsum anJ up-per half of sides, the remaining parts Mikado-
brown: do;sum of 2 with two pairs of transverse yellowish' streaks at
the transverse carina and shortly before posterior margin; 3 Mikado-
brown as far as the transverse carina, thereafter black with diffuse light
brown ante-terminal ring ; 4-5 similar to preceding segment but the basal
half rather obscured dorsally t 6 black except diffuse light 'brown basal
and apical rings, the latter interrupted by black at the dorsal crest; 7~10
orange-cinnamon, the middle three-fifths of 7 velvet-black, and tpe sides
of 8 a little obscured; dorsal' carinae of 8-~D blackish. Dorsal surface of
10 rather pinched, longitudinally carinate and carrying a distinct, t-rian-
gular boss [ust before nosterior border of segment.

/ ' CAnal appendages cinnamon-buff. Shape of superior pair in, dorsal
yi~Visimilar in principle to those of westwoodii and m. fumata but without
any" (Ifdication ;f anextero-Iateral tooth; in profile view they appear
much broader, the basal half of each being in fact twice as broad as
the apical half which diminishes rapidly in width just after the end of
the ventro-lateral ridge, the tips being slender, a' little outcurved and
pointed; marginal hairs along inner border of distal half long, black in
colour. Inferior appendage similar in shape to westwoodii, equal in length
to superior pair.

Genitalia of second segment resembling most closely those of west-
woodii. The basal one-fourth of tl:) tergite is provided along its ventral
margin with arow of few short forwardly.directed black bristles, followed

• by a dense tuft of much longer, soft pale brown hairs, beyond which. the
ventral margin -is almost hairless .. Genital lobe elongate-oval, densely
covered on the inside and at the apex with strong forwardly directed black

. , C
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bristles. Posterior hamuli pale brown in colour, suggestive ••of "those of 0

uieetuioodii but, whzn viewed laterally, -the outer border is straighter and
rather undulated half-way its length instead of distinctly convex, t~ 0

end-hooks being abruptly bent upwards -~:ri"dera rig'M angle; <In ventral
I' .':".

view the hamuli appear strongly convergent with closely approximated
tips.

Abd~ + app, 14;0', hw. 41.;) + 13.5, pt. 2.0 mm.
F e m a Ie unknown.'

• • •
•

o!) • • •

This interesting new spe.cies no doubt fi~Hls its. proper place near
moorei SELYS,which ranges from India (m. moorei SLLYiil)through Malay-
sia to Celebes (m. [umuiia. KRUGER).It also recalls the Malaysian west-
woodii SELYS and allies in certain respects. In 1929 (~oc. cit.) I hase
placed these species in .twodiff'erent sections of the genus; and although •
it is not to be implied from this that I regard irina as a transition form,
the groups defined earlier are admittedly artificial. M. irino. should be
easily recognized by the uniformly rufous colour of the head; thorax un_

o legs, the complete absence of a yellow lateral thoracic stripe crossing th; ~
spiracle being 0 a unique negative feature of this species, It is' ~~sily

o distinguished from m. fumata, which occurs also in South Celebes, by
the rounded frons and vertex, the cnore round~d wings and details ~f 0

venation, the different shape of the posterior hamule, and the absence
of an extero-Iateral tooth at the superior anal appendages. The -very short
keel on the anterior tlbia would likewise seem to be a specific character.
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